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Department of Engmeering Science and Mechanics 
(ABSTRACT) 
A detailed evaluatlon of the suitabIlIty of the IosIpescu specImen tested m the modIfied 
Wyoming fixture is presented. An experimental mvestlgatlon usmg conventlonal stram 
gage instrumentatlon and moire mterferometry is perfonned. A finite element analysIs 01 
the Iosipescu shear test for unidIrectional and cross-ply composItes IS used to assess the 
umformity of the shear stress field in the vicimty of the notch, and demonstrate the eff.:::cr of 
the nonumfonn stre~s field upon the stram gage measurements used for the determmatlor; 
of composite shear modulI. 
From the test results for graphIte-epoxy lammates, It IS shown that the prOXImIty of the 
load mtroductIOn pomt to the test sectlon greatly mfluences the mdivIdual gage readmgs for 
certam fiber onentatIons but the effect upon shear modulus measurement IS relatlvely 
unimportant. A numencal study of the load contact effect shows the sensitivIty of some 
fiber configuratlons to the specunen/fixture contact mechanism and may account for the 
vananons in the measured shear moduli. A companson of the stram gage readings from 
one surface of a specm1en WIth corresponding data from mOIre mterferometry on the 
opposIte face documented an extreme SenSItIVIty of some fiber orientatlons to eccentric 
loadmg wInch mduced tWIsrmg and yu::lded spunous shear stress-stram curves. 
In the numencal analysis, It IS shown that the Ioslpescu speCImens for different fiber 
onentanons have to be modeled dlfferemly m order to closely approXImate the true loading 
COndltIOns. Correctlon factors are needed to allow for th.! nonumfonruty of the stram fleld 
and the use of tl-}e average shear stress in the shear modulus evaluatIon. The correctlon 
factors, whIch are determmed for the reglon occupIed by the stram gage rosette, are found 
to be dependent upon the matenal orthOtr0PIC ratIo and the fimte element models 
Based upon the expenmental and numencal results, recommendauons for improvmg 
the relIabIlity and accuracy of the shear modulus values are made, and the imphcauons for 
shear strength measurement discussed. 
Further application of the Iosipescu shear test to woven fabric composites is presented 
The limitations of the tradItional stram gage mstrumentauon on the saUn weave and hIgh 
tow plam weave fabncs IS dIscussed. Test result of a epoxy based alummum partIculate 
composite is also presented. 
A modIficauon of the Iosipescu specimen is proposed and investigated expenmentally 
and numerically. It is shown that the proposed new speCImen deSIgn provides a more 
uniform shear stress field m the test section and greatly reduces the normal and shear stress 
concentrations in the vicimty of the notches. While the fabricauon and the matenal cost of 
the proposed speCImen IS tremendously reduced, it IS shown the accuracy of the shear 
modulus measurement IS not sacnficed. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
The in-plane shear modulus G12 for unidirectional composite materials IS an essential 
quantity for the design of multidIrectional composIte laminates. It can also provide a useful 
parameter for the assessment of the effects of processing variables upon the performance of 
new composite material systems. A considerable number of test configurations have been 
proposed to determine G12 for unidirectIonal composite materials. The most popular of 
these are the ± 45° tenSIOn test [1,2], the off-axis test [3], the rail test [4], and the losipescu 
V-notched beam speCImen loaded m the momfied Wyoming test fixture [5]. 
The losipescu specimen was origInally proposed for the shear strength measurement 
of metals by Nicolae losipescu [6] m the 1960's. The specimen is rectangular With two 
oppoSIng V -notches centered on the top and bottom edges. In additIon to losipescu's 
origInal design, numerous loamng fixtures have been developed for use wIth the V-notch 
specimen. Arcan et al. [7] developed the Arcan V-notch specimen and loadIng fixture in 
the late 1970's. Slepetz et al. [8] developed an antisymmetric four point bend loading 
fixture. In the late 1970's, Walrath and Adams [9] developed a Wyommg fixture (WI) and 
specimen, FIgure 1.1. Since then the losipescu specimen has receIved wide attention in the 
composites commumty. The WI fixture had small fixture-to-specimen contact regions with 
the inner contact regtons located very close to the edge of the notch and thus created a small 
region in the test section where a near uniform shear stress was produced. Significant 
normal strains, Ey, were observed In the test sectIOn for the 0° specimen. Adams and 
Walrath [5,10] continued to investIgate how parameters such as the notch angle, notch 
depth, notch root ramus and proXImIty of the loading pomt (region) to the test section 
influenced the test results and, thereafter, refined the specimen geometry, and modified the 
test fixture and specimen, Figure 1.2. The modified Wyoming fixture (W2) and specimen 
produced a larger test section and larger fixture-to-specimen contact regtons than the 
origInal Wyommg fixture (WI) and the innermost load points are moved farther away from 
the test section. Composite specimen thicknesses between 2.5 and 5.0mm can be tested. 
Most of the reported tests on umdirectional composites have been performed on 
specimens in which the fibers are parallel to the speCImen longitudinal (x) axis; such 
specimens are deSIgnated 0° speCImens in the present work. Less frequently, ummrectIonal 
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specimens are tested with the fibers parallel to the loadmg (y) axis; these are designated 90° 
specimens. The 0° specimen configuratIon is preferred by most researchers because It 
provides more of the shear stress-strain response than is achievable with 90° specimens. 
The investigation conducted hereafter focuses on the evaluation of the V-notch specimen 
tested m the modified Wyoming fixture. 
While most eXIsting shear testing methods are usually specIahzed for the 
measurement of shear properties m a single plane, the Iosipescu shear test distingmshes 
itself with the following features: (l) small specimen size with the ability to test a range of 
specimen thicknesses, (2) the ability to test unidirectional and multidirectional laminates, 
woven fabric, sheet molding compound and particulate compOSItes, (3) the capabIhty for 
measuring shear properties In the 1-2, 1-3 and 2-3 material planes and (4) the potential to 
measure shear modulus and strength. 
Due to its attractive features, the Iosipescu shear test method has been WIdely used in 
recent years. Inconsistencies m measured strength and stiffness of composite materials 
have, however, been identIfied [11-13]. For example, the shear modulus for umdirectIonal 
AS4/3501-6 graphite-epoxy measured by a number of investigators using the Iosipescu 
specimen geometry and the modified Wyoming test fixture are shown in FIgure 1.3. The 
data shown In Figure 1.3 have been normahzed WIth respect to 0=5.12 MPa WhICh is the 
average shear modulus obtained from the ±45° tension and 10° off-axis tests [14]. From 
the data in FIgure 1.3 It is found that shear modulI obtamed from the 0° and 90° fiber 
orientations are different and there is a very large degree of scatter associated with the data. 
The main problems for the Iosipescu shear test method can be categorized into three 
observations: (1) a pure shear state in the test sectIon cannot be obtained for 0° specimen 
[15,16], (2) apparent shear modulI for 0° and 90° speCImens are different [17], and (3) 
large variations occur in the shear stress-stram response for both 0° specimen and 90° 
specimen [11-13]. 
1.2 Objectives 
Many [5,10,18] of the investigations about Iosipescu shear test focused on the 
parametric studies, such as the effects of notch depth, notch angle and notch radius on 
umformities of the strain fields. The effect of load applIcation scheme on the shear field In 
the test section has also been dISCUSSed [19,20]. Recently, Abdallah et al. [12] Investigated 
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the influence of the test fixture desIgn on Iosipescu shear specimen by direct comparison on 
the WI, W2 and antisymmetric four pomt bend fixtures. Wilson [13] conducted a round 
robin test for Iosipescu specimens tested m the W2 and anti symmetric four point bend 
fixtures and evaluated the repeatabIlity and reproducibility of the two fixtures. In all these 
researches, variations of the measured shear modulI have been reported and some of the 
problems associated with the Iosipescu shear test have been IdentIfied. But the mechamcs 
and the causes of the problems and apparent inconsistencies associated with the Iosipescu 
shear test have never been studied. The objectIve of thIS study is to explore the mechamcs 
of the experimental procedure for the determination of composite material in-plane shear 
moduli oflosipescu specimens loaded in the modified Wyoming fixture m order to resolve 
the existing controversies in the literature. 
1.3 Approach 
An expenmental investigation is performed on unidirectional and cross-ply graphIte-
epoxy composites. Conventional strain measuring techniques are combined with whole-
field mOIre interferometry. The resulting shear stress-stram curves are compared for the 
two techniques. A two-dimenSIOnal fimte element analysis is performed to simulate the 
loading mechanics and assess the uniformity and purity of the shear stress distributions in 
the test section. The complementary numerical and experimental approach IS used to 
separate factors involving instrumentation, specimen geometry, material properties, fixture 
effects and operator senSitIVIty. 
1.4 Dissertation outline 
In Chapter 2, general details of the V -notch specimen tested in the Wyoming fixture 
are given. An experimental study using tradItional strain gage technique is presented. A 
full-field study usmg moire interferometry is carried out m Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, a two 
dimensional finite element analYSIS is performed and some of the existing controversies are 
resolved. A detaIled mechanics study is presented in Chapter 5 and recommendatIons for 
performing the Iosipescu shear test are proposed. In Chapter 6, an application of the 
Iosipescu shear test to parametric studies of composite manufacturing processes IS 
presented. In Chapter 7, an application of the Iosipescu shear test to woven fabric and 
partIculate compOSItes is investigated. Traditional strain gage techniques and moire 
interferometry are used. In Chapter 8, an V-notch Iosipescu specimen design IS evaluated 
numerically and experimentally. Fmally, Chapter 9 concludes thIS dIssertation. 
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CHAPTER 2. STRAIN GAGED SPECIMENS 
2.1 Materials and specimen details 
Iosipescu specimens were cut from 20-ply unidirectIonal and cross-ply graphite-
epoxy panels (AS4/3501-6 ) according to the dImensions suggested by Adams and Walrath 
[5], Figure 1.2b. These panels were supplied by NASA LaRC and were prepared 
according to the manufacturer's recommendation. The unidIrectional specimens were 
prepared with the fibers in the 0° and 90° fiber onentations. The specimens had a nominal 
thickness of 2.8mm (0.11 in). In cutting the V-notches, a diamond-tipped end mIll was 
used. Each speCImen was then ground flat on the long edges. The speCImen test section 
(the regIOn between the top and bottom notches) was carefully sanded flat with very fine 
sand papers and the test sectIon dimensions (test section thIckness t, test sectIon width w, 
and test cross-section area A=tw) were measured. The speCImens were mstrumented wIth 
stacked three-gage rosettes (Micro-measurements WK-06-060WR-350 ), as shown in 
Figure 1.2b. The rosette was attached to the center of the specimen, centered mid-way 
between the notches. One rosette was used on each specimen. 
The instrumented specimens were tested in a modified Wyoming test fixture. Two 
verSIOns of the fixture were used, one purchased from Wyoming Test Fixtures Inc., and 
the other produced for NASA LaRC according to Adams & Walrath's original drawmgs of 
the fixture. The two fixtures were used initIally as a result of concerns about fixture-
dependency m thIS shear testIng method. It was later found that there was no SIgnificant 
difference in the performance of the fixtures for the measurement of the shear modulus. 
The specimen is centered using an alignment pm. The alignment pin is lIfted to engage the 
lower notch in the specimen, and the specimen IS then secured in the fixture with adjustable 
wedge clamps. Load is applied to a yoke (the movable portion of the fixture) whIch is 
constrained to move vertically along a guide shaft. Dunng testing, the movable portion of 
the fixture moved downward and Imposed dIsplacement constraints to the speCImen. The 
resultant force, P, from the speCImen, which IS also the eqUIvalent applIed shear force in 
the test section, was obtained from the load cell connected to the fixture. 
In a preliminary series of tests the specimens were loaded to faIlure in a Tmius Olsen 
universal testing machine usmg a cross-head rate of 2mm per mInute. Dunng testing the 
load and individual gage readings were logged using an Apple Macintosh SE computer 
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equipped wIth a Strawberry Tree Inc. data acquisItion system. Over 200 specimens were 
tested m this research program. 
2.2 Shear modulus calculation 
The measurement of shear modulus requires determming the shear strain 
corresponding to the average shear stress across the test section, for a given applied load. 
Shear strains are usually measured WIth a strain gage rosette which averages the strains 
over a finite area in the test section. If two gages, SG 1 and SG2, are arranged at ±45° to 
the 10ngItudmal axis of the specimen, as shown in FIgure 1.2b, the shear strain 'Yxy 
determined from the strain gages is 
SG 
"ixy (2.1) 
The strain in SG 1 (£+45) is compressive, and that in SG2 (£-45) is tensile, so the shear 
strain is negative. Occasionally, a thIrd gage is used to record the strains in the longitudinal 
(x) direction to provide an estimation of out-of-plane bendmg (moment about the y axIS). 
Note that the third gage provides mformation of the punty of the shear fIeld but does not 
affect the shear strain calculation. The shear modulus Gxy is then calculated by dividmg 
the average shear stress (tavg = PIA) on the specimen cross-section by the measured 
shear strain. 
'tavg 
SG 
"ixy (2.2) 
In the current study, secant shear modulus is calculated at 0.5% shear strain. Under 0.5% 
shear strain, the shear stress-strain responses are linear for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° speCImens. 
The secant and initial tangentIal shear moduli are essentially the same. Common practice IS 
to use a two-gage rosette on one face of the specimen. Gage sizes of 1mm to 2mm are 
commonly used. The rosettes may be stacked or unstacked. If the gages are not stacked 
then they record the strams at two locations. If the shear strain field m the test section IS 
uniform, then shear modulus and shear stress-stram response are mdependent of gage SIze 
and whether the gages are stacked. 
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2.3 Experimental results 
2.3.1 Individual strain gage readings 
The nonnal strains measured by the indIvIdual gages of the rosette are plotted as a 
function of the average shear stress in Figure 2.1. The absence of strain in the gage 
oriented parallel to the longitudinal aXIS of the 0° specimen, shown in FIgure 2.1a, indicates 
that little or no out-of-plane bending (bendmg about the y-axis) occurred. The 
symmetrically placed off-axIs gages (±45°) document a SIgnificant degree of nonlinear 
behavior. Also the strains recorded m these gages are not equal in magnitude and opposite 
in sign. This is contrary to the observation of Sullivan [15] who stated that "In a properly 
loaded Iosipescu specimen, the two strains at ±45 deg should be equal in magnitude and 
opposite in sign to a reasonable approximation." The 90° specimen also showed little out-
of-plane bending. The stress-strain response of the specimen was nearly linear to failure 
and the measured ±45° strains were equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. The stress-
strain response of the 0°/90° speCImen is shown m Figure 2.1c. The behavior of this 
specimen is essentially between those of the 0° and 90° specimens. 
If the specimen test section is in a state of pure shear, the ±45° directions would be 
the principal directions and the nonnal strains recorded by the two gages at ±45° directions 
should be equal in magnitude and OpposIte in SIgn, Figure 2.2. Therefore, the 0° speCImen 
is not under pure shear but the 90° specimen is. This is observation (1) assocIated with 
Iosipescu shear test as stated m section 1.1. 
2.3.2 Typical shear stress-strain behavior 
In Figure 2.3, average shear stresses are plotted as a function of shear strains 
determined from the strain gages for the 0°, 90° and 0°/90° graphite-epoxy composites. 
These curves are for mdlvidual specimens loaded to failure and are representative of typIcal 
behavior. The apparent shear moduli (initial, secant and tangent) are lower for the 90° 
specimen than for the 0° specimen. The behavIOr of the 0°/90° specimen IS approximately 
mIdway between the two unidirectional cases. This phenomenon is denoted observation 
(2) associated with the Iosipescu shear test m section 1.1. The shear strengths of the 
speCImens are shown in FIgure 2.3. The strength of the 90° specimen is much less than 
those of the other two cases. 
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The 90° specimen failed through the propagation of a sIngle crack between the 
notches, parallel to the fibers. However, faIlure did not occur at the mimmum cross section 
but at the intersectIon of the notch root and the right notch flank. The 0° specImen failed 
with two longitudInal cracks propagating parallel to the fibers and emanating from the 
intersection of the notch root and the notch flank. The cracks occurred on the left side of 
the upper notch and on the right side of the lower notch. The 0°/90° specimen failed 
through a network of cracks developIng in both fiber dIrections. Schematic drawings of 
the faIlure modes of the 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens are shown in Figure 2.3. The failure 
modes mentioned above are commonly observed and are characteristIcs of the V-notch 
geometry, which will be further dIscussed in Chapter 4. 
2.4 Summary 
In a pure shear stress field, the gage readings at ±45° directions should be equal in 
magnitude and opposite in sign. From this experiment on strain gaged specimens it is 
found that the Individual gages on 0° specImens do not record normal straInS equal in 
magmtude and opposite in signs. This observatIon indicated the presence of normal strains 
in the gage section. Note that the use of equation (2.1) for the shear straIn calculation is 
based on the pure shear assumption, therefore, the validity of 0° specimen in the Iosipescu 
shear test is questioned. The individual gages on the 90° specimen do record equal and 
OppOSIte strains and provide evidence of the state of pure shear In the gage section. 
In practice, the 0° specImen is more frequently used because it proVIdes a Wider range 
of shear stress-strain response as compared to that of the 90° speCImen. But the inequality 
In the magnitude of the straInS IS either not observed or ignored by most researchers. It has 
even been suggested that the shear straIn can be obtained by doubling the magnitude of the 
normal strain measured by a SIngle gage at the +45° dIrection [5]. Lee and Munro [16] 
showed experimentally that the indIvidual gages at the ±45° dIrectIon cannot record equal 
and opposite straInS and, hence, concluded that the 0° speCImen should not be used for 
shear modulus measurement. 
The second observation from the experiments on strain gaged specimens IS that the 
shear moduli obtained from shear stress-strain curves of 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens are 
not consistent even though elementary mechanics indicated that they should be the same. 
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The two phenomena above will be investigated In detail in the following three 
chapters. 
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CHAPTER 3. MOIRE EXPERIMENT 
3.1 Moire interferometry 
Moire interferometry [21,22] IS an optical techmque which uses the mterference of 
two coherent beams of light to produce contours, or frInge patterns, of in-plane surface 
displacement components (u,v). The method employs a hIgh frequency grating which is 
attached to the surface of the speCImen and deforms with the specimen surface. When the 
deformed specimen is interrogated in an interferometer, fringe patterns corresponding to the 
u or v fields are obtamed. The sensitivity f (or frequency of the virtual reference grating) of 
the technique is determined by the frequency of the specimen grating, the wavelength of the 
light, A, and the optical arrangement. The baSIC equation is, 
(3.1) 
where ex is the angle between the incident beam and the first order diffracted beam, FIgure 
3.1. The displacement components u and v are related to the fnnge orders Nx and Ny by 
u=l N f x and v=l N f Y 
and the in-plane strains are related to the gradIents of the fringe orders by 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
A three mirror, optical system, developed by Czamek [23], was used in thIS study. 
The optical set-up is shown 10 Figure 3.1a. The determination of the shear stram from the 
moire experiment requires the dIfferentiation of data from two fringe patterns. In the three 
mirror system a beam selector, Figure 3.1a, is used to illuminate the speCImen gratmg WIth 
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two beams A and B, Figure 3.1 b, in the horizontal plane. The horizontal component of the 
displacement field is then recorded photographIcally. The beam selector is then adjusted to 
give beams C and D WhICh, with the aid of the two 45° mirrors in the three-mirror 
mterferometer, illuminate the specimen gratmg m the vertical plane. ThIS arrangement 
provides the vertical displacement component fringe pattern. The rotation adjustment 
screw, Figure 3.1a, allowed rotation of the whole system (about the z-axis) relatIve to the 
specimen to introduce carrier fringes. 
3.2 Specimen preparation and testing 
Two specimens of each fiber orientation were instrumented WIth a stacked three-gage 
rosette (Micro-measurements WK-06-060WR-350) at the center of the test section, WIth 
two gages at ± 45° (SG 1, SG2) and the thIrd gage (SG3) parallel to the speCImen 
longitudinal axis, as shown in FIgure 1.2b. A crossed-line dIffraction grating was applied 
to the face opposite the stram gage rosette. ThIS specImen grating had a frequency of 1200 
lines/mm, and covered the width of the specimen and extended approximately 10 mm on 
either side of the notch. The interferometer used in the experiments gave a fringe pattern 
sensitivity of 0.417 Jlm per fringe. 
The instrumented specimens were tested in a conventional screw driven test machine. 
The three-mirror interferometer was positioned m front of the speCImen. Before applying 
load to the specimen, the interferometer was tuned to provide no-load (null field) fringe 
patterns. The null field frInge patterns consisted of one fringe or less across the field of 
view. Load was then applied to the speCImen untIl a predetermined value was obtained. 
Under constant loading, u and v fringe patterns were recorded photographically. A set of 
patterns was also obtained with ngid body rotatIon introduced. The shear strain 'Yxy-r due 
to the rigid body rotation is given by 
'Yxy-r = (au + av) = o. 
ay ax (3.4) 
The rotation can be adjusted to cancel out the cross derivative term, au/ay, of the u field. 
Therefore, the v field (with rotatIon) contains all the shear mformation in the uniform 
region of the test section. This technique is known as applying a carner pattern of rotation 
and is a convenience for fringe pattern mterpretation and data reduction. This test 
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procedure was repeated at numerous load levels until the fringe patterns became too dense 
to analyze. 
3.3 Moire fringe patterns 
Typical fringe patterns from the 0°, 90°, and 0°/90° specimens are shown m FIgures 
3.2-3.4. The fringes in Figures 3.2a and 3.4a are not smooth but contam a zig-zag 
pattern. In Figures 3.3b and 3.4b, nonuniform fringe bands are observed. In the test 
sectIOn, where the m:Lximum shear stress occurs, the fringe density is high. At some 
regions away from the test sectIon, high density fringe bands also exist. The zig-zag 
pattern in the u-fields of the 0° and 0°/90° specimens and the fringe bands in the v-fields of 
the 90° and 0°/90° specimens suggest that the material cannot be regarded as homogeneous. 
The nonuniform dIsplacement fields due to material nonhomogeneity are shown m the u-
fields for specimens WIth fibers in the longitudmal directIon and in the v-fields for 
speCImens with fibers in the transverse directIon. 
The normal and shear strains at any location in the field of view can be determmed by 
calculatmg the in-plane displacements and taking the appropriate derivatives of the u and v 
displacements. The normal strains are readily interpreted in terms of the gradients of the 
fringe contours, m the u field patterns in the x-direction (horizontal), au/ax, and, in the v 
field patterns in the y-direction (vertical), av/ay. The shear strains require determining the 
cross derivatives m both fringe patterns. 
The normal strain Ex in the 0° and 0°/90° specimens is very small m the test sectIon 
except at the notch roots because the longitudinal stiffness Ex is very large. The small Ex 
can be readily observed by noting that there are a few fringes located in the test section, 
Figures 3.2a and 3.4a, and that the gradIents of these fringes m the x-dIrection are small. 
Because Ex is small for the 90° specimen, the normal stram Ex could be large near the 
notch root. ThIS can be interpreted in the relatively closely spaced fringes near the notch 
roots. In this particular mOIre experiment, the normal strain Ex at the top notch tip IS 
essentially zero but is of certain magnitude at regions on both sides of the notch tip. At the 
left notch flank regIOn, the normal strain Ex is tensile while at the right notch flank regIOn 
the normal strain Ex is compreSSIve. At the bottom notch tIp and ItS nght flank regIon, the 
normal stram Ex is also tensIle. These normal straIns and the lack of antisymmetry are a 
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consequence of the V -notch design and bending of the specimen about the y and z axes as a 
result of the low flexural stIffness of the 90° specimen about these axes. 
The v-displacement field for the 0° specimens consists of dense, almost vertical 
fringes in the region between the notches, as shown in Figure 3.2b. Since the vertical 
gradIent of the fringe contours in the u-displacement field (Figure 3.2a) is small in 
comparison with the horizontal gradient in the v-displacement field, most of the shear strain 
IS due to the cross derivative term av/ax. This is especially the case near the center of the 
specimens: note that the strain gages are located at the center of the specimen. However, 
near the notches the term au/ay becomes signIficant and is reqUIred to satisfy the stress-free 
condition. The v-displacement field for the 0° specimen reveals that they are S-shaped. 
Thus, there is a vertical gradIent corresponding to a normal strain Ey. Thus the normal 
straIns recorded by the two stram gages at ±45° dIrections would not be equal in magnitude 
and opposite in sign. This further confirms the observation in the strain gaged experiment. 
The v-displacement field for the 90° specimen, shown in Figure 3.3b, consists of 
almost straight vertIcal fringes. The same non uniformity of fiber dIstributIOn IS present in 
the 90° specimens as in the 0° specimens. Along the hne between the notches and 10 the 
center of the test section where strain gages are normally applied, the normal strain Ey is 
zero. The 90° specimen does not show any effect of proximity of the applied load in the 
test sectIon. Similar behavior is evident 10 the 0°/900 specimen, as shown in Figure 3Ab. 
3.4 Shear strain distributions across the notches 
One way of assessmg the UnIfOrmIty of the shear strain distrIbutIon is to examme the 
shear strain along a hne joinIng the notch tIps. The shear strams, normalized with respect 
to the average shear strain 'Yavg, are shown 10 Figures 3.5a-3.5c for the 0°,90°, and 0°/900 
specimens respectively. Note that 'Yavg is defined by 
1 fh2 
'Y avg = 11 'Y xydy 
-h2 (3.5) 
Shear strain distrIbutions are shown for several load levels. 
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The 0° specimen, FIgure 3.5a, has the largest shear strains near the notch tips. At the 
center, the shear strain is about 90% of the average value across the section. The 
distnbution, particularly near the notch tips, depends upon the magnitude of the applied 
load. At the higher load level the distnbution takes on a more symmetric form. The 
differences in the shear stram distributions at different load levels mdIcate that the 0° 
specimen is sensitive to the actual loading conditions. This will be further discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
The 90° specimen has the peak shear strain at the center, as shown in FIgure 3.5b. 
The peak shear strain dIstnbution varies with load, from between 18% to 29% greater than 
the average value. The shear strain distribution for the 0°/90° specimen, Figure 3.5c, is 
similar to that of the 90° specimen. The peak shear strain near the center is about 10 to 18% 
greater than the average value. Note that the shear strain distribution for the 0°/90° 
specimen is not smooth, as a result of the local nonuniform deformation documented in 
Figure 3.4b. From moire data reduction, it is shown that shear stress dIstnbutIons is not 
uniform for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens. 
3.5 Shear stress-strain data 
The moire data can also be used to determme the average shear strain over an area 
equivalent to that covered by the strain gages. The shear stress-strain data for the moire 
and stram gage rosettes can then be compared dIrectly. In FIgure 3.6, the average shear 
stress (the applied load P/notch section area A) is plotted as a functIOn of the shear strains 
from moire and the strain gage rosettes. Recall that these represent strams on opposite 
faces of the same specimen. The shear strains for the rosettes were calculated from the 
normal strains E +45 and E -45 in the ± 45° gages by 
(3.6) 
The shear stress-stram data for the 0° specimen, shown in Figure 3.6a, are almost 
coincIdent. However, the data for the 90° and 0°/90° speCImens are qUIte dIfferent for the 
moire and strain gage rosette, as shown in Figures 3.6b and 3.6c. 
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3.6 Localized hybrid analysis 
In practical engIneering analyses, strain and stress data are required or produced. 
Strain can be obtained from taking derivatives of the u- and v-displacement fringes of mOIre 
experiment. But manual reduction of the displacement data becomes tedIous when the area 
of Interest is large. Thus a locahzed hybrid analysis is introduced [24] to perform efficIent 
reduction of moire data, producing whole field strain distrIbutions In the specimen test 
section. 
The finite element method was used as part of a localized hybrid analysis of the moire 
data [24]. In the localIzed hybrid analysIs an arbItrary shaped region in the test section of 
the specimen is selected. A rectangular region covering most of the zone between the 
notches was chosen in the current investigation. The chosen region was divided into 384 
rectangular plane stress elements for the 0° specimen and 192 rectangular plane stress 
elements for the 90° and 0°/90° specimens. The u and v-displacements (relative to a 
reference point on the specimen) at the nodes on the boundary of the region were 
determmed manually using lInear Interpolation of the moire fnnge patterns. The ABAQUS 
fimte element program was used to calculate the displacements, strains, and stresses 
everywhere within the regIOn. The fimte element dIsplacement fields withIn the region 
were compared with the displacement fields from the moire experiment. If agreement was 
obtained, then the fimte element strams could be used as representative of those In the 
region of the specimen selected for analysis. ThIS simple techmque has the advantage that it 
forms an efficient and convenient means of moire data reduction. 
The displacement contours produced in the lOCalIZed hybrid analysis are very simIlar 
to those obtained from the moire expenment. The nonumformities ill the u-dIsplacement 
fields (zig-zag shaped fringes) of the 0° and 0°/90° specImens, shown in FIgures 3.7 and 
3.8, and in the v-displacement fields (hIgh densIty fringe bands) of the 0°/90° and 90° 
specimens, shown in FIgures 3.8 and 3.9, cannot be replicated in the localized hybrid 
patterns. These nonuniformities, attrIbuted to local imperfections in the specimen fiber 
dIstribution, are not represented in the localized hybrid analysIs which assumes 
homogeneous material behavior. 
For the 90° case, the calculated U-dlsplacement field is two or three fringes less than 
the moire data, Figures 3.9a and 3.9c. The dIfference IS due to the presence of the null-
field fringes and the very small strains associated with the u displacement field. The 
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calculated v-displacement field (showing every 3rd fringe) 10 Figure 3.9d is very similar to 
the moire data. The agreement between the calculated and experimental dIsplacement fields 
indicates that the localized hybrid analysis provides a good approximation. 
When the calculated displacement fields show good agreement with the moire data, 
further data reduction can be effected. The normal strams, ex and ey, and the shear strains, 
Yxy, together with the deformed shape are obtained from the localized hybrid analysis. 
Deformed shapes and in-plane strains are shown in Figures 3.10-3.12 for the OOand 90° and 
0°/90° specimens. Comparisons of shear strain data along the y and x-axes for the 0°, 90° 
and 0°/90° specimens are shown in FIgures 3.13 and 3.14. In FIgures 3.13 and 3.14, the 
strain dIstributions, calculated from localized hybrid analYSIS and manual data reductIon, 
agree well except for the local fluctuatIons in the 0°/90° specimen. 
Strain fields 
The ideal requirement of the Iosipescu speCImen is that a state of pure shear should be 
produced within the test section. The expenments provide a means of evaluating the extent 
to which this IS achieved in the three composItes tested. The data, obtamed through the 
localized hybrid technique, are presented as the deformed local mesh shape and contour 
maps of the three stram components in FIgures 3.10-3.12 for the 0° and 90° and 0°/90° 
specimens, respectIvely. For the 0° speCImen the deformed mesh, FIgure 3.lOa, mdIcates, 
superficially, that the deformation corresponds to uniform shear over most of the regIOn 
analyzed. However, examination of the correspondmg normal strain fields reveals a 
significant compressive strain ey due to the proximity of the loadmg to the test section 10 
this specimen (which has a low stiffness Ey in the directIon parallel to the applied load, 
compared to that in the longItudinal (x) directIon). At the center of the specimen, where the 
strain gage would be located in the material property test, the normal strain ey is about 
0.109% compared to the shear stram of 0.71 %; that is, the normal strain is about 15% of 
the shear strain. At two small regions near the notch root-notch flank mtersectIon further 
from the applied load, tensile normal stram ey is observed, WhICh is about 11 % of the shear 
strain 10 the test section. The corresponding shear strams at the two regions are about 85% 
of the shear strain in the test sectIon. The stram ex is small everywhere across the test 
section, with a value of about 0.015% at the center, or about 2% of the shear strain. The 
above observation implies that the test sectIon in the 0° specimen is not subjected to pure 
shear, and that the ±45° strain gages used in the Iosipescu test would not read equal and 
OppOSIte strains. The strains near the notches are 10 a very complex state. The lack of 
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equal and opposite strains for the ±45° gages and the complex strain state in the vicinity of 
the notch root will be further investigated using a fimte element model in the next chapter. 
The deformed mesh obtained from the localIzed hybrid analysis of the 90° specimen, 
Figure 3.11, shows that significant bending takes place in the test section. This IS also 
shown in the contour map for Ex. A feature of this distribution is that the axial (bending) 
strain is small near the center of the test section, Ex IS about 0.04%. At the top left and 
bottom right comers of the region, large tensile normal strain Ex IS observed. The frInges 
are not antisyrnrnetrically rustnbuted. The non-antisymmetncal nature of the fringes 
implies that the specimen is under a combination of in-plane and out-of-plane benrung in 
addition to the applied shear. The strain Ey is small over most of the test section; at the 
center Ey is about 0.02%. ThIS is a result of the relauvely large stiffness Ey in the loadmg 
direcuon, for this fiber orientation. Both of these normal strains are small compared to the 
value of about 0.59% for the shear stram near the center of the specimen. This is in 
agreement with the observation that the 90° specimen does give equal and opposite strains 
in ±45° gages. The implication of this is that the 90° speCImen is insensitive to the 
proximIty of the load to the test section. 
The data for the 0°/90° speCImen are essenually a combmauon of those from the 0° and 
90° specimens. The bendmg strams are small across the section; Ex IS about 0.01 %. The 
strain Ey is also small near the center; Ey IS about 0.01 %, when the shear strain at the center 
is 0.74%. 
3.7 Summary 
For the Iosipescu specimen tested in the modified Wyoming fixture, the innermost 
load points are moved farther away from the test secuon. From the v-field fringe pattern 
for 0° specimen, it is found that the fringes are S-shaped and the normal strain Ey is stIll 
present in the test section. If two strain gages are ahgned at ±45° directions, they will 
record normal strains which are not equal in magnitude and opposite in SIgn. Due to the 
presence of the normal strain, the shear strain cannot be calculated by doubling the 
magnitude of one strain gage at +45° directIOn, as had been suggested by Adams et ai, [5]. 
It was shown that shear strain distnbuuons along the notch aXIS for 0° ,90° and 0°/90° 
specimens are not uniform and the distribution patterns are not the same for these three 
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fiber orientations. For the 0° specimen, the dIstribution depends on the magnitude of the 
applIed load. It was suggested that the 0° specImen IS sensItive to the actual loading 
conditions. 
The moire experiment with moire grating on front face and strain gage rosette on the 
other face of the specImen also provIdes comparison of the shear stress-stram data on the 
two faces. It is found that for the 0° specimen the front and back shear stress-strain curves 
are very nearly coincident but for 90° and 0°/90° specimens the shear stress-strain curves for 
front and back faces are far apart. Hence the shear modulI obtamed from the front and back 
stress-strain curves are not consIstent. Though the modulI obtained from front and back 
faces of a 0° specimen are essentially of the same magnItude, the moduli obtamed from 
several 0° specimens show a SIgnificant varIation from specimen to specimen. 
The moire fringe patterns provide a whole field displacement information in the test 
sectIon. Strain data are obtained through a localIzed hybrid analysIs. SIgmficant normal 
strain Ey is found in the test section of 0° specimen while for 90° specimen the test section is 
essentially under pure shear. The strain state m the vicinity of the notch root is complex. 
Large tensile strains are found in certain areas around the notch root. 
The issues mentioned above WIll be addressed in the next two chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
The development and evaluatIon of in-plane shear test methods for the determination 
of shear modulus and strength has not only received considerable expenmental but also 
analytical attention from the composite materials industry. The numerical analysis provides 
a general and objective study of the shear test, which excludes some factors involved in the 
experimental work, such as instrumentation, fixture effects and operator sensitivIty. An 
ideal shear test method would produce a pure and uniform shear stress field in the test 
section of the speCImen throughout the linear and nonlinear response regImes. Although 
the Iosipescu shear test method has gained WIde acceptance for measunng the in-plane 
shear response of composite matenals, it has been shown experimentally that it does not 
possess these ideal charactenstics. The purpose of the numerical analysIs is to evaluate the 
purity and uniformity of the shear stress field and its effect on the measurement of shear 
modulus. 
Numerical analyses have been used widely in determining the influence of different 
geometnc variables, such as notch angle [5,10,18], notch ramus [5,18] and ply orientatlon 
[5,17,18,19,20] on the shear response. Numencal analysis has also provided insight into 
failure mechanisms and locations [20], umformity of stress/strain distribution in the test 
section [5,9,12,17-20,25-27] and the development of shear modulus correctlon factors 
[17,19]. However, without an accurate predictlon of the strain distribution in the test 
section, shear modulus correction factors cannot be determined. The strain state in the test 
section is a function of the manners in which the load is introduced to the specimen, and the 
apphed boundary conditIons. 
Unfortunately, there seems to be a lack of consensus of how to represent the 
boundary conditlons and load mtroductIOn in the Iosipescu speCImen. For example, 
Barnes et al. [25] used uniformly distributed applied forces, Sullivan et al. [27] used 
concentrated forces and Walrath et al. [10] used prescribed vertical (y) displacement at the 
specimen-fixture contact regIOns In their finite element analyses of WI test fixture and 
specimen. The use of concentrated forces can cause SIgnificant local deformatIons In the 
specimen and are unrepresentatIve of the experimentally observed deformatIons. A 
uniform applied force assumes the applied force distnbution is known a prwri. In recent 
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finite element analyses of the Iosipescu specimen tested in W2 fixture by Adams et al. [5] 
and Pmdera et al. [17,26], prescribed verucal dIsplacement boundary conditions were used 
but different type of constramts (hmges and rollers) were applied to the stationary part of 
the specimen-fixture contact regIOns. Furthermore, the same finite element model was 
applied to the '00 and 9'0° specImens [17,26]. 
The objective of this study is to conduct a linear-elastic 2-D fimte element analysis of 
the W2 specImen using an iterative analysis approach which more realistically resembles 
the load transfer between the fixture and specimen and the displacement condltions at the 
specimen/fixture interface. The force dIstribution applIed to the specimen along the fixture-
to-specimen contact region, the strain state in the specimen and the shear modulus 
correction factors are evaluated. Three fiber orientations ( '00, 9'0° and '0°/9'0°) are used m the 
analYSIS along with three materials having dlfferent OrthOtrOPIC ratios (graphite-, Kevlar-
and glass-epoxy). 
4.2 Finite element models 
In the modified Iosipescu shear test, the left end section of the specimen is clamped 
into the stationary part of the fixture and the right end section of the specimen is clamped 
into the movable part of the fixture, see FIgure 1.2a. Assuming the clampmg process does 
not introduce any sigmficant strains In the specimen, load is transferred only from the 
fixture to the specimen along the upper fixture-to-specimen contact region of the movable 
portion of the fixture. The lower fixture-to-specimen contact region of the movable portion 
of the fixture cannot "pull" on the specimen because it is not mechamcally attached to the 
specimen. That is, tensile forces cannot be applied along the lower edge of the specimen 
by the fixture. However, a reaction force is developed between the specimen and fixture 
along the lower edge of the movable part of the fixture because the lower contact region of 
the fixture prohibits rotation of the specimen keeping the upper and lower surfaces parallel 
and horizontal, as depicted In Figure 4.1. 
Local in-plane bending of the specimen occurs as load is applied to the specimen, as 
depicted in Figure 4.1 b. Along the upper fixture-to-specimen contact regIOn the outboard 
region of the specimen and along the lower fixture-to-specimen contact regIOn the inboard 
regIOn of the specimen (movable portion of the fixture), the specimen can progressively 
separate from the fixture as a functIon of the applIed load, see Figure 4.1b, whIch reduces 
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the length of the contact region. A siImlar set of defonnations occurs on the fixed portion 
of the specimen. 
In this study, the innennost load pomt distance from the notch axis was 7.Omm. The 
mechanical properties of the three materials are presented in Table 4.1. The finite element 
model had 1468 membrane fimte elements, see Figure 4.2. At areas close to the notch 
root, the elements are refined such that the reduction of strains to near zero at the free 
boundary can be shown. Prescribed displacements, y= -O.OSmm, were applied to the 
fixture-to-specimen contact regions on the movable part of the fixture. The ABAQUS and 
PATRAN codes were used for calculations and pre-, post processing, respectively. These 
codes were run on an Apollo DN4000 workstation. 
The sequence of steps for application of boundary condItions and applied 
displacements in this study are as follows: 
1. Displacement constraints (roller or hinge) to ebminate ngid body motion of the 
specimen are appbed along the fixture-to-specimen region on the nonmovable (left) part of 
the specimen, see Figure 4.3. 
2. Umformly apphed dIsplacements are applied along the fixture-to-specimen region on 
the movable (right) part of the specimen, see Figure 4.3. 
3. Reaction forces are calculated at the nodes where the applied and constrained 
displacements are introduced. Displacements along the specimen-to-fixture contact regions 
are also calculated. 
4. If any reactIOn force were tensIle or if the specimen mterfered with the fixture 
(displacement interference) then the dIsplacement constraint or the applied displacement is 
changed or removed from that finite element node. 
S. The analysis is perfonned with an updated set of displacements and the process IS 
repeated starting with step 3 untIl convergence occurs. 
6. When convergence occurs the load applied to the specimen is the sum of the reaction 
forces on the movable (nght) portion of the specimen. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Force distribution on the specimen 
After several iteratIons, it was found that to have no displacement interference and no 
tensIle force at the fixture-to-specimen contact regions, the 0°,90° and 0°/90° specimens had 
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be modeled differently, as demonstrated in Figures 4.4a-4.4c. On the stationary part of the 
fixture-to-specimen contact regions, roller constraints should be applIed. 
The force distributions into the graphite-epoxy specimens along the fixture-to-
specimen contact regions for the three dtfferent ply orientatIons using the finite element 
models from Figure 4.4 are depicted in Figure 4.5. The force distributIons are a function 
of the ply orientation and are representative of neither the concentrated nor umformly 
distributed forces. The load distnbution along the upper fixture-to-specimen contact region 
on the movable part of the fixture is highly nonlinear with the highest forces closest to the 
center of the specimen. The applied force distribution along the upper surface of the 
movable part is not the same as the reaction force distribution along the lower surface. The 
applied force distribution at mnermost fixture-to-specimen contact regIOns on the 90° 
specimen is narrower than for the other ply orientatlons because conSIderable in-plane 
bending occurs causing the specImen to pull away from the fixture. The force dIStrIbution 
of the 0°/90° specimen is approximately the average of the 0° and 90° specimens. 
4.3.2 Strain state in the specimen 
Test section 
The normal and shear strams, normalized with respect to average shear strains 
computed across the test section, are shown in FIgures 4.6-4.8 for 0°,90° and 0°/90° 
specimens, respectively. It IS shown that the horizontal normal strains, Ex, are negligible 
for all 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens because no horizontal constraints are applIed in each 
model. If hinge constraints were applIed, there would be horizontal normal strams, WhICh 
are not observed in the experimental full-field results. The compressIve transverse normal 
strains, Ey, are negligible for 90° and 0°/90° speCImens but are sIgmficant for the 0° 
specimens. As shown in FIgure 4.6, Ey reaches maXImum at the center of the speCImen 
and decays to zero at the notch root. The normalIzed transverse normal stram distnbutIons 
along the notch axis for the 0° speCImen are of approximately parabolic shape. At the center 
of the specimen, Ey is 24.4% of 'Yavg for graphite-epoxy and are 9.5% and 12.3% of 'Yavg 
for Kevlar-epoxy and glass-epoxy respectIvely. Due to the low transverse stiffness of 0° 
specimens, the compressive stresses at the contact nodes channel along the fiber direction 
into the test section and introduce vertical normal strams. For 90° and 0°/90° specimens, the 
compressive stresses are attenuated locally by the transversely alIgned fibers and no Ey due 
to compressive forces will be present 10 the specimen gage section. 
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The shear strain contours of typICal 0°, 90° and 0°/90° graphIte-epoxy specImens are 
shown in Figure 4.9. The contours are presented for a specimen subjected to a 0.05mm 
downward displacement on the right side contact nodes. Because our mterest is centered 
on the shear strain distribution at the gage section, only the central part of the contour is 
shown. The transverse and longitudinal normal strain contours for the proposed models 
are shown in Figures 4.10-11. 
In the center portion of the specimen, where the stram gages would be attached, the 
shear and normal strains are approximately uniform in all matenal systems. Strain contours 
for 0°/90° specimen have characteristics of both 0° and 90° specimens and behave essentially 
midway between. 
Fixture-to-specimen contact region 
It is shown that in the 0° specimen Ey is largest at inner most contact regIOns and 
decay radially from the innermost contact points into the test section, Figure 4.1 Oa. The Ey 
in the test section is about 16% of the Ey in the innermost contact regions. As shown m 
Figure 4.11a, Ex is small, about 14% of the Ey, in the innermost contact regIOns. Shear 
strain 'Yxy is of the same order as Ey• For the 90° specImen, the largest transverse normal 
strains occur at the two anti symmetric mner contact areas next to the notch root and decay 
vertically only, Figure 4.1Ob. The test section is not within the decay range. The 
magnitude of Ex at the innermost contact regions is compressive and is of the same 
magnitude as Ey and 'Yxy. For 0°/90° specimen, the longitudinal stram Ex contour is more 
bke that of 0° specimen whIle Ey contour IS SImilar to that of 90° specimen. 
Notch region 
Ideally, the specimen should fall m shear at the mimmum cross section so that the 
notches should not provide any stress raIsing effect. Experimental observations indIcate 
that the ideal condition is not achieved and that the faIlure locations for the 0° and 90° 
specimens are found at regions close to the intersection of the notch root and notch flank, 
rather than at the minimum cross section. The linear elastic finite element results obtained 
here indicate that a complex strain state occurs in the region in WhICh initial fmlure IS 
generally observed. In Figures 4.9a and 4.1Oa, it IS observed that at the notch root-notch 
flank intersectIon further from the appbed loading the transverse normal strain Ey is tensile 
with a value of about 24% of the largest shear strain 'Yxy m the test section, and the shear 
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strain Yxy at the notch root-notch flank intersection is about 74% of the largest shear strain 
in the test section, for the 0° graphite-epoxy specimen. 
In the case of the 90° speCImen, Figures 4.9b and 4.11 b, the longitudinal stram Ex is 
tensile, at the notch root-notch flank intersections further from the applied loadmg, with a 
value of about 18% of the largest shear strain Yxy at the center of the test section. The 
correspondmg shear strain at the notch root -notch flank intersectIon is about 51 % of the Yxy 
at the center of the test section. 
It IS beyond the scope of the current work to estimate the failure mode and loads of 
the Iosipescu specimens. The analysis presented IS hnear elastic but sIgmficant nonlinear 
material and geometric effects WIll occur before failure occurs. Also it is of questionable 
value to apply failure criteria in the present analysis smce it is not clear whether the 
parameters involving shear failures correspond to pure shear or contain some mIxed-mode 
influence. It is clear, however, that the use of the 0° and 90° Iosipescu specimens to 
measure shear strengths IS Ill-adVIsed if significant mixed mode effects are observed. The 
finite elements analysis presented here indicates that such effects are observed, in the lInear 
elastIc analysis at least, and experiments mdicate that the notch root-notch flank 
intersections may be critical regions which imtiate failure. 
4.4 Correction factor 
For the 0° specimen, the shear strain dIstnbution is not unifonn. Shear stram, Yxy, IS 
less than Yavg, the average shear strain along notch-root axIS, 10 the center portion but 
increases gradually for areas away from the center and reaches a peak WIth a magnitude 
larger than Yavg at areas near the notch roots, then drops at the notch. If the fimte element 
meshes were fine enough, Yxy would drop to zero to satIsfy the free boundary condttion. 
The distribution of shear stram for 90° specimen is approximately parabolIc in shape WIth 
maximum strain located at center of the speCImen. Shear strain dIstnbution of 0°/90° 
specimen is more unifonn, but the shear strain 10 the center portion is snll greater than 
Yavg. If the shear modulus, G12, were calculated by dividing the applied shear stress by 
the measured shear stram (which IS obtamed from strain gages attached to the center portIon 
of the specimen) then erroneous results would be obtained. 
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To account for the nonunifonnity of the shear strain dIstribution in shear modulus 
calculation, correction factors are applied. CorrectIOn factors (CF) are obtamed by dividmg 
the shear strains, 'Ygage, at the gage section at the center portion of the specimen by the 
average shear strain, 'Yavg, across the notch-root axis. 
'Yavg = If it _!L 'Yxy dy 
2 (4.1) 
CF = 'Ygage 
'Yavg (4.2) 
Gxy = 
't avg 
= 't
avg x CF = CF x G* 
'Yavg 'Ygage (4.3) 
where h is the distance between two the notches (Ymax=h/2) and G* is the apparent shear 
modulus ('tavg/ 'Ygage). A companson of the shear strain dIstributions along the notch axis 
nonnalized with respect to the average shear strains for 0°,90° and 0°/90° graphite-epoxy, 
Kevlar-epoxy and glass-epoxy specimens is shown in Figure 4.12. The corresponding 
correction factors are also shown in Figure 4.12 It is found that the shear modulus 
correction factors depend on the material orthotropic ratios. For 0° specImen, the correction 
factor is smaller than unity and the larger the material orthotropic ratio, the smaller the 
correction factor. As the orthotropic ratio approaches one, the correction factor approaches 
1.04. For the 90° specimen, the situation is reversed. ApproXImately, the correction 
factors can be expressed as, 
CF = 1.036 - 0.125 x IOg(~X) 
y (4.4) 
where Ex and Ey are extensIOnal stiffnesses in the longitudmal and transverse direcnons. 
Figure 4.13 is a plot of the correctIon factors as a functIon of material orthotropic ratio. 
Note that for the 0°/90° specimens, which have unit orthotropic ratio, the nonnalized 
shear strain distributions are more umfonn in the gage section. But in the calculation of 
shear modulus, a correction factor is still needed, whIch is about the average of the 
correction factors of the 0° and 90° specimens. The application of correction factor to 
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account for nonunifonn shear stress chstributIon is not desired because numerical analysIs 
is needed beforehand. Sullivan [29] hence suggested that by takIng average of the apparent 
shear moduli obtamed from 0° and 90° specimens (G*o and G*90), the true shear modulus 
can be obtained. This approximatIon scheme wIll be evaluated in the following paragraph. 
The true shear modulus of a material can be obtained by multiplying the apparent 
shear modulus (either G*O or G*90) by the corresponding correction factor (CFo or CF90). 
That is, 
G = G*o x CFo = G*90 x CF90 (4.5) 
or, 
G = 0.5 (G*O x CFo + G*90 x CF90) (4.6) 
In general, if we define 
G' = 0.5 (G*o + G*90) (4.7) 
then 
e = G'-G x 100 = (I-CFo) + (1-CF9~ R 
G CFo + CF90X R (4.8) 
where R=G*901G*0, and e IS the mduced percentage error in shear modulus estimate using 
the averaging technique. Usmg the correction factors obtained from Figure 4.12 and 
R=0.80, 0.92 for graphIte-epoxy and glass-epoxy respectively, the corresponding induced 
percentage error, e, m shear modulus would be 1.3% and 4.4%, respectively. Thus the 
accuracy of the approximation scheme depends on the material orthotropic ratio. 
4.5 Simulated gage readings 
Sullivan [15] stated that "In a properly loaded IosIpescu specimen, the two strains at 
±45 deg should be equal In magmtude and opposite in sign to a reasonable approximation." 
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Lee and Munro [16] showed recently that this conditIon cannot be achieved expenmentally 
for 0° speCImens. Lee and Munro tned to achieve SullIvan's condItIon by addmg shims to 
the specimen and having the fIxture contact surface carefully ground, but the effort proved 
to be of no effect. This phenomenon can be attnbuted to the presence of transverse normal 
strains in the specimen gage section and is an inherent property of the 0° specimen. The 
simulated indiVIdual gage readings for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens are shown in Figures 
4.14-4.16 for graphite-, Kevlar- and glass-epoxy, respectively. It is shown that for 90° 
and 0°/90° speCImens, the +45°gage records compressive strain while the -45° gage records 
tensIle strain and the magnitudes of the strains recorded by the two gages are more or less 
equal. But for the 0° speCImens, the compressIve strain recorded by +45° gage is larger in 
magnitude than that of the tensile strain recorded by the -45° gage. The magmtude of the 
ratIO of the tensile stram to compressive strain, as recorded by the ±45° gages, is found to 
be 60% for graphite-epoxy and 80% for Kevlar and glass-epoxy speCImens. 
Though the two gages in the 0° specimen do not record equal and opposite strams, 
the shear strain calculation is still valid as long as the normal strains are uniformly 
distnbuted in the gage section. The two gages in the ±45° directions only give the normal 
strains in the gage directions. The gage normal strams can be expressed m terms of strains 
in the specimen coordinate system, 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
where SO's represent stram gage readings, as shown m Figure 1.2b, and Yxy, Ex and Ey 
represent shear stram, longttudinal and transverse normal strams averaged over the gage 
length with superscnpts +/-45 mdicating the gage directions. If stacked rosette is used, the 
strain components in equatIon (4.11) represent strains at the same gage section and 
equation (4.11) will reduce to 
112 = SG1 - SG2 = 0.5 (Yx4~ + 1x'V) (4.12) 
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If an un stacked rosette is used and the specimen test section is under pure shear, the normal 
strains are zero and the shear strain can be obtamed by equation (4.12). If the specimen IS 
not under pure shear, equation will reduce to equatIon (4.12) only when the strain fields are 
uniform. For 90° and 0°/90° specimens, the normal strains detected by the stram gage along 
its length are neglIgible and equation (4.11) would reduce to equation (4.12). For 0° 
specimens, the longitudinal normal strain, Ex, is negligible but the transverse normal 
strain, Ey, is significant, about 9.5% and 24.4 % of Yavg for Kevlar-epoxy and graphite-
epoxy respectively; therefore SG 1 and SG2 would not record equal and OppOSIte strains. 
But, the transverse normal strain distnbution IS found uniform in the region where the 
strain gages are located, the influence of the transverse normal strain field on the two gages 
are the same and the calculatIon of the shear strain also reduces to equation (4.12). Lee 
and Munro's suggestion [16] that the 0° specimen should not be used for measurement of 
the in-plane shear properties does not appear to be correct, If it is based solely on the 
inequality of the ±45° strain gage readings. 
4.6 Load-point effect 
The W2 fixture distIngUIshes itself from the antIsymmetric four-point-bend method 
by the application of umform displacement over a large section of the specimen edge and 
thus avoids the problem of local crushing resulting from concentrated loads. One 
consequence of this is that the load pomts are not well defined. The 0° specimen could 
suffer from the load-point effect due to matenal nonumformity or local hardness, which 
varies from specimen to speCImen. The five force boundary models as shown in Figure 
4.17 is used to mvestigate the load-point effect on the shear modulus measurement of 0° 
and 90° graphite-epoxy specImens. The normalIzed shear strain dIstributions are shown in 
Figures 4.18-4.19. Though these five load cases may be extreme or even unrealIstIc, It IS 
found that locatIon of the load pomts has profound effect upon the shear strain distribution 
along the notch axIS for 0° specimen. But for 90° specimen, the load-pomt effect is 
negligIble. Hence it is possible that the shear modulus obtained experimentally from 0° 
specimen will have large variations from specimen to specimen. 
The W2 fixture has load points WhICh are farther away from the notch axis as 
compared with those of the WI fixture, and the induced transverse normal strains in the 
gage section for the 0° specimen are smaller. Hence It mIght be suggested that if the fixture 
were redesigned such that the load points were even farther away from the notch axis, a 
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closer approximate to pure shear and uniform shear might be obtained along the notch axis 
for the 0° specimen. However, If the load pomts are too far away, the concentrated forces 
would become so large that local crushing of the specimen may occur before shear faIlure 
occurs in the test section. It was shown earlIer that the transverse normal stram in the test 
section for the 0° specimen would not affect the calculation of shear modulus. Though a 
redesigned W2 fIxture could not provide pure shear m the test section for 0° specimen, It is 
not necessary to move the loading points farther away from notch axis. 
4.7 Summary 
Linear fImte element analyses of IosIpescu specImen tested m Wyommg fIxtures 
using different models have been performed and evaluated. The fImte element models used 
by most researchers are considered not representatIve of the testing mechanism. It is 
suggested that contact length between the specimen and fIxture, constraint type and 
compatibility should be considered in the fimte element modeling. The boundary conditions 
are not affected by the material systems (graphite-, Kevlar- and glass-epoxy), but are 
influenced by the elastic stiffnesses due to different fiber orientations (0°, 90° and 0°/90°) 
producing different deformation of the specimens in the fIxture. Correct models 
correspondmg to the 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens have been proposed and the results have 
been analyzed in terms of normalized strain distributions along notch-root axis, strain 
contours, simulated gage readings and the load-point effect. For the 0° specimen, it is 
shown that the pure shear state in the test sectIon cannot be achieved. However, the shear 
stram calculation is not affected due to the uniformity of strain fIelds. It is shown that 
correction factors are needed for the calculation of shear modulus and that the correction 
factor for the 0° specimen is strongly dependent on the finite element model used, but not 
for 90° specimen. It is also proposed that the variation m measured shear modulus for 0° 
specimen may be caused by uncertamty of load points in the specimen/fIxture contact 
regions. 
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CHAPTER 5. MECHANICS OF THE IOSIPESCU SPECIMEN 
5.1 Introduction 
Though the Iosipescu shear test method has been the topic of much investIgatIon 
[5,9-20,25-27], lIttle discussion of the mechanics of the shear test method has been 
presented. In this chapter, the cause and effect of the three observations associated with the 
Iosipescu shear test will be investigated from the mechanics point of view. The problems 
associated with the Iosipescu shear test as stated in section 1.1 are: (1) pure shear state In 
the test section cannot be obtained for 0° speCImen, (2) apparent shear moduli for 0°, 90° 
and 0°/90° specimens are different and (3) large variations in the shear stress-strain 
response for both 0° speCImen and 90° specimen. These problems WIll be reviewed from 
the experimental observations as well as the numencal results. 
5.2 One dimensional mechanics 
The original idea as proposed by Iosipescu [6] is that If two pairs of antisymmetnc 
loadings are applied to a beam, the shear force between the two inner load points will be 
constant and there wIll be no bending moment along the vertIcal beam axis, Figure 5.1. 
Because the moment is zero at Its center, the normal stress acting along the vertical beam 
axis is also zero. Hence, along the vertIcal center lIne of the beam, a pure shear condition 
can be obtained. ThIS occurs regardless of the presence of the notches. The shear stress 
distribution along the vertical beam axIS is not uniform but is of approximately parabolic 
shape. Iosipescu found that by cutting two notches at the opposite ends of the vertical 
beam axis, an approximately uniform shear stress distribution along the notch axis can be 
obtained. Though this SImplified one dimensIOnal simulation of the loadmg mechanics IS 
not representatIve of the Iosipescu specimen tested in the mollified Wyoming fixture, it 
does provide the fundamental rationale for this shear test 
5.3 Two dimensional mechanics 
When the Iosipescu specimen is inserted into the mollified Wyoming fixture, the 
specimen is in contact with the fixture in areas rather than the IdealIzed points. One 
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dimensional beam analysis is, hence, not appropriate. Two dimensional finite element 
analyses on the Iosipescu speCImen have been perfonned by many researchers 
[5,10,11,17-20]. However, the fmite element models used by most researchers are not 
representative of the real testing mechanism, as pointed out in Section 4.1. Most of the 
analyses were focused on the evaluation of the shear stress/strain field 10 the test section 
[5,10,11,17 -20,25-27], and the calculatlOn of the shear modulus correction factors 
[17,19,26]. In Chapter 4, the correct models for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° speCImens are 
determined and the individual gage behaviors and the load-pomt effect are investigated. 
The discussion in Chapter 4 provided most of the answers to the causes and effects of the 
three categorized observations cited m Section 5.1. These wIll be reviewed in the 
following sections. 
5.3.1 Asymmetric gage readings for 0° specimen 
It was found experimentally in Section 2.3.1 that the two gage readings in the ±45° 
directIons are not equal 10 magnitude and opposite in sign for 0° specimen. The moire 
fringe pattern for the 0° specimen, FIgure 3.2, demonstrated that there IS the presence of Ey 
in the test section, which caused the unequal magnitudes of the two ±45° gage readmgs 10 
the 0° specimen. The finite element analysis in Chapter 4 indicated that the nonsymmetncal 
strain gage behavior is an inherent property of the 0° specimen but the effect of the presence 
of Ey on the shear modulus measurement was negligible if the strain fields are unifonn. It 
was found from the finite element analysis that the strain fields are uniform in the gage 
section; therefore, equation (2.1) still can be used to calculate the shear strain. The 0° 
specimen still can be used for shear modulus measurement. 
5.3.2 Apparent shear moduli for 0° and 90° specimens are 
different 
Typical shear tress-stram behavior for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens plotted as average 
shear stress against measured shear strain are shown in Figure 2.3. It is shown that at the 
same applied force the 0° specimen wIll have smaller shear strains while the 90° speCImen 
wIll have larger shear strains. The shear strains for the cross-ply specimen are essentially 
between those of the 0° and 90° specimens. Thus the shear moduli calculated from these 
three stress-strain curves would be different. But, from complementary shear, Figure 5.3, 
the shear moduli obtained from these three fiber configurations should be the same if the 
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applied shear stresses are the same. It was, hence, suspected that the shear stress 
distributions ill the test sections of the three fiber orientations are dIfferent. ThIS 
phenomenon has been investigated by several researchers in the WI and W2 fixtures using 
different boundary models [5,10,11,17-20,25-27]. In Section 4.3.2, it was shown that the 
shear strain distributions along the notch line for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° speCImens are of 
different shape. The distributlon for 90° specimen is of parabolic shape with a peak at the 
center of the specimen, Figure 4.7, while the dIstnbution for 0° specimen has two peaks 
close to the notches and at the center the shear stress is a minimum, Figure 4.6. Shear 
strain distribution of 0°/90° specimen is more uniform, Figure 4.8, but, at the center, the 
shear strain is greater than Yavg. This explains the dlfference in the measured shear moduli 
for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens. For materials wIth different orthotropic ratIos, the shear 
strain dIstributIon shapes along the notch lme are also different. For those with higher 
orthotropic ratio, such as graphite epoxy, the shear stram at the center of the specimen is 
farther away from the averaged shear stram for either 0° or 90° specimens. The 
nonuniformity of the shear stram distributions IS shown experimentally m Section 3.4, 
Figure 3.5. To account for the nonuniformities of the shear strain distributions in 
calculating shear modulus, correction factors are needed. The correctIon factor is defined 
as the actual shear stress/strain at the gage section divided by the average shear stress/stram 
across the test section. By applymg correction factors, the measured shear moduli are 
corrected, and, ideally, the shear modulI obtained from the three fiber onentations WIll be 
the same. 
5.3.3 Spread of measured shear moduli for 0° specimen 
For AS4/3501-6 graphIte-epoxy, the shear moduli for 0° specimens measured by 
several researchers spread widely, Figure 1.3. It was shown in Chapter 4 that thIS 
phenomenon is caused by the sensitlvity to uncertainty of load points for 0° specimen. The 
Wyoming test fixture has gone through a number of modifications. An important 
modification has been to move the load points away from the test section and enlarge the 
specimen-to-fixture contact areas. Based on specimen-to-specimen variatIOns, the 
positions of the resultant forces for different speCImens of same fiber orientatIon will not 
necessarily occur at the same points. The 0° specimen could suffer from relatively large 
variations of the load points (defined by a and b, as shown in FIgure 5.1) with load, and 
from specimen to speCImen. The 0° speCImen is sensItIve to the particular values of a and 
b, in as much as the shear stress distnbutIons, and, therefore, the correction factors will 
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vary with a and b. In cases when a and b vary with load this wIll give errors in the shear 
stress-strain data. Such errors cannot be easIly compensated. 
One consequence of the sensitivity of the 0° specimen to the load points is that the 
shear moduli of the 0° specImens may vary from specimen to specimen. In the numencal 
analysis It was demonstrated that different specimen/fixture contact models produced 
different shear stress distnbutions in the specImen test sectlOn of the 0° specimen (FIgure 
4.18), but the shear stress distributions for the 90° specimen were independent of the 
contact models (Figure 4.19). Thus, there will be a specimen to specimen variation in the 
shear stress-strain behavior recorded for specimens with the 0° fiber orientanon. 
Experimental evidence for the effect of the uncertainty of the load points is readily 
avaIlable. Sullivan [27] reported that, for an Isotropic matenal tested m antisymmetnc four 
point bending, the shear strain distribution became more uniform as the load points were 
moved away from the notches, and that the shear moduli changed accordingly. Adams 
and Walrath [10] observed similar effects for 0° specimens in therr refinement of the 
Wyoming test fixture. 
It is suggested that the 0° specimen is much more sensitive than the 90° specimen to 
local nonuniformity in the material (fiber straightness, for example), and to the detailed 
specimen preparation (gnndmg of the edges, for example). Thus there can be an intrinsic 
scatter in the experimental data in the 0° speCImen which IS not present in the 90° specimen 
even though it may be cut from the same panel Wlth the specimens prepared, instrumented 
and tested in the same way. Experimentally there may be large scatter m the shear moduli 
determined for a 90° specimen. It will be shown later that this is due to specimen twisting. 
It is important to note that the correction factors are specific to the material orthotropy data 
used in the analysis and that the correction factor range for the 0° specimen is only 
approXImate, since it depends strongly on how load introduction is modeled in the finite 
element analysis. 
5.4 Three dimensional mechanics 
5.4.1 Inconsistent modulus in a 90° specimen 
The moire experiments provide strain data equivalent to that of the stram gage 
rosettes, but over the entire test secnon. It is of mterest to compare the stress-strain data 
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obtained with a speCImen instrumented wIth a strain gage rosette on one side and a mOIre 
grating on the other. This companson IS made m Figure 3.6. It should be noted that the 
shear strains obtained from the morre fringe patterns were determmed by averaging the 
strams over an area equivalent to that of the strain gage rosette. Therefore, the comparison 
of the strain gage and moire data is direct. The stress-strain curves, shown in Figure 3.6a, 
for the 0° graphite-epoxy speCImen are almost coincident. A second specimen gave a 
similar degree of agreement between the strain gage and moire data. The agreement for the 
90° specimens was far from perfect, as shown in FIgure 3.6b. The data for a 0°/90° 
specimen, shown in Figure 3.6c, also indIcate a strong dIsagreement between the morre 
and gage strains on opposite surfaces of the specimen. Rather than regard one 
measurement as correct, it IS suggested that both methods are recording the correct strains, 
but that there are different strain states on the front and back faces of the speCImens. 
5.4.2 Twisting model 
Twisting can provide an explanation of the dIfferences between the shear-stress stram 
curves obtained using the stram gage rosette and mOIre mterferometry on OpposIte faces of 
the speCImens. If twisting were indeed responsIble, then the 0° specimen dId not twist, but 
the 90° specimen twisted a great deal. The pure shear condItion of equal m magnitude and 
opposite m sign m the strains in the ±45° gages [15] was satisfied by the 90° speCImen, but 
not the 0° specimen. The results of the current experimental investigation suggest that the 
lack of pure shear will not necessarily imply twisting of the composite losipescu specimen, 
and even when the strain gages indicate pure shear, as in the 90° speCImen, twisting may 
occur. 
Consider the causes and effects of twisting of the losipescu specimen. Suppose that 
the cross-section of the specimen between the notch roots is subjected to St. Venant torsion 
[30], so that the displacement components can be written as 
u = e v( y,z); v = -e xz ; w = e xy (5.1) 
and the in-plane shear strain 
'Y = e(dv -z) x Y iJy (5.2) 
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where w is the out-of-plane displacement, e is the angle of tWISt and 'I'(y,z) is the cross-
section warpmg function. Thus equal and opposite shear strams due to twistmg will be 
induced on the faces (z=±t/2) of the specimen. MIdplane shear strams are obtained by 
averaging the shear strains measured on the front and back faces of the specimen. The 
shear modulus is calculated usmg Equation (2.2). 
Now consider the relative magnitude of the twisting shear to that due to the apphed 
shear force. A three dimensional representation of the Iosipescu specimen with in- and out-
of-plane moments Mz and My, and torsional moment Mx IS shown in Figure 5.4. Suppose 
that the loads are eccentrIc to the midplane by an amount at (0 < a < 0.5). Then the 
torsional moment Mx IS 
Mx = (F + Q)at (5.3) 
Using expressions for F and Q in Figure 5.1, the shear stresses on the face of the specimen 
can be written as 
1 ± aa+b 
e a - b (5.4) 
where e is a geometrical factor. For the specimen used here, e = 0.2865 [30]. Thus the 
relative importance of the twisting effects depends upon the eccentricity a and the locations 
of the loads a and b. It has been previously observed that the mollified Wyoming fixture 
does not define these load locations precisely. The relative magnitude of the twisting effect 
is shown in Figure 5.5 for several combinations of a and b. It is apparent that even very 
small amounts of relatIve eccentricity a will cause significant shear due to twIsting. If such 
effects occur in an Iosipescu specImen with a rosette on one face only, then an erroneous 
elastic shear modulus and stress-strain response will be obtained. The problem of twistmg 
is further complicated in the modified Wyommg fixture since a and b may be functions of 
the apphed load, as indeed mIght be a . 
5.4.3 Supplementary experiments 
The experiments on specimens instrumented with stram gage rosettes and mOITe 
gratings suggested that the 90° specimen was susceptIble to twisting, but the 0° specimen 
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was not. To investigate this further a series of experiments were perfonned on specimens 
which were instrumented with two rosettes, and repeatedly loaded in different positions in 
the fixture. That is, the specimen was loaded with one rosette facing the front of the fixture 
and the other facing the back of the fixture. The specimen was then unloaded and rotated 
180° about a horizontal or vertical axis, and loaded again. This procedure results in the 
series of shear stress-strain curves shown in Figure 5.6a in which the average shear stress 
is plotted against the shear strain from one of the rosettes. All of these data represent 
apparently valid tests. Clearly very different shear property data could be obtained from 
this single specimen. If twisting were responsible for this variability, then taking the 
average of pairs of shear strains recorded from rosettes on the front and back faces would 
provide data for the shear strain due to the applied shear force. The shear stress-strain data 
resulting from averaging the shear strains on front and back are shown in Figure 5.6b. The 
curves in Figure 5.6b are coincident for the different tests. These results are representative 
of twisting occurring in the specimen. A similar series of experiments perfonned on a 0° 
specimen produced the shear stress-strain curves in Figure 5.7a. There is little variation in 
the stress-strain response between tests. Taking the average of pairs of shear strains from 
the rosettes on the front and back of the specimen reduced the variability, as shown in 
Figure 5.7b. A further series of tests on a 0°/90° graphite-epoxy specimen showed that this 
specimen was also prone to twist, though not to the extent of the 90° specimen, see Figure 
5.8a. Again averaging front and back gage readings produces consistent shear stress-strain 
data, as shown in Figure 5.8b. 
The previously described test results demonstrate that twisting can cause significant 
errors in specimens instrumented with a single rosette. However, the test data do not 
indicate why twisting is more prevalent in the 90° and 0°/90° specimens than in the 0° 
specimen. It has already been remarked that the high value of transverse stiffness Ey in the 
90° specimen was responsible for the attenuation of the load proximity effects so that the 
±45° gages recorded equal and opposite strains. However, it is suspected that a local 
hardness effect is responsible for the twisting action. Initially contact between the 
specimen and fixture will occur at highly localized zones (asperities or high spots) and local 
eccentricity of loading will result. As the load on the specimen is increased these high spots 
will defonn and the load may be distributed more uniformly across the thickness. The 0° 
specimen may be less prone to twist because of its relatively low hardness. In this case any 
local high spot along the specimen-fixture load introduction interface would defonn readily 
and the load spread more uniformly to minimize the eccentricity. If the twisting of 90° and 
0°/90° specimens is due to local conditions between the specimen and the fixture, then 
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performing the tests with some shim material between the specimen and fixture could result 
in a different stress-strain response. Masking tape was applied to the edge surfaces of the 
specimen interfacing with the fixture. The 0°/90° specimen which produced the shear 
stress-strain data in Figure 5.8a was retested with the masking tape on the edge surfaces. 
When the tests with the specimen in various orientations relative to the fixture were 
performed, the data shown in Figure 5.8c were obtained. Comparing the results in this 
Figure 5.8c with those in Figure 5.8a, it is apparent that the soft shim material (masking 
tape) has reduced the variability between tests and front and back gages, hence twisting. 
The observations related to twisting were not confined to composite materials. A 7075-T6 
aluminum specimen with a thickness of 3.2mm was instrumented with strain gage rosettes 
on opposite faces and tested in the fixture in the manner described above, but without the 
soft shims. The shear stress-strain data shown in Figure 5.9a were obtained. Thus even 
an isotropic material can produce a wide variation in stress-strain response. If the average 
of shear strains is taken from the rosettes on the front and back faces, then a single, linear 
shear stress-strain plot is obtained, as shown in Figure 5.9b. 
5.4.4 Effect of twisting 
It is apparent that the front and back face responses are the same for the 0° specimen 
but are quite different for the 90° specimen due to the twisting effect. For 90° specimen, the 
shear strain on each face was a combination of the shear strains due to the applied shear 
force and torque on the specimen resulting from the fixture irregularity or local hardness of 
the specimen. On one face the effects add together, on the other they subtract, so that the 
average of the front and back face responses would eliminate the twisting effect on 
calculating shear modulus. It should be noted that the difference between the front and 
back face response is systematic; the shear strains determined on the face farthest away 
from the fixture linear bearing, the front face, are always higher than those on the back face 
for the same applied load. This observation has important implications for the values of the 
shear moduli determined with specimens tested in the 90° configuration since it is common 
practice to use only one strain gage rosette, and it is probable that the strain gage rosette 
would be located on the front face of the specimen. 
As shown in Figures 5.6-5.9, there are four possible positions a specimen can be 
installed into the fixture. If we attach a strain gage rosette on front and back faces of a 
specimen, we will obtain eight possible stress-strain curves for one single specimen. If 
only one rosette on one face is recorded, there will be eight possible values of measured 
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shear modulus in one specimen. This may account for the wide variatIons in the measured 
shear modulus for 90° specimens. But if we take average of front and back shear strams 
obtained from the strain gage data, the measured shear modulI correspondmg to the four 
possible positions are essentially the same. 
5.5 Shear modulus measurement 
The finite element studies have shown that the shear stress distnbutions are not 
uniform across the specimen test area, even for isotropic materials. It has also been shown 
that strain dIstributions in the test section depend upon the orthotropy ratio for orthotropic 
materials and upon how the load introduction into the specimen is modelled when the high 
stiffness rurection is parallel to the specimen longitudinal axis. The use of correction 
factors for the strain-gaged specimens is outlined in Chapter 4. The finite element models 
suggest that there may be an uncertamty of about ±5% in the correction factor (Figure 4.18) 
for the 0° graphite-epoxy specimen which could manifest itself as an intrinsic scatter from 
specimen to specimen in a real experiment. If correction factors, obtained from the data m 
Figure 4.12, were not applied to the experimental data from the strain-gaged graphite-
epoxy specimens then the calculated shear moduli for the 0° specimen will be 10% higher 
than the true value. When the range of correction factors, obtained from Figure 4.18, are 
applied the (0.5% secant) shear modulI shown in Figure 5.10 are obtained for the 0° 
AS4/3501-6 specimens. The shaded areas in FIgure 5.10 represent the possIble ranges of 
shear modulus associated with the uncertainty in the correction factors. Adams and 
Walrath [11] quote a shear modulus of 5.9 GPa (with a standard deviation of 0.5 GPa) for 
the same specimen geometry, but with a two element un stacked rosette. It appears that no 
correctIon factor was applied. Abdallah and Gasgoine [12] have determmed a shear 
modulus of 4.5GPa with a standard deviation of 0.73 GPa. Swanson et al . [31] quote an 
initial shear modulus of 6.58 GPa for the 0° AS4/350 1-6 specimen. WhIle it is possIble 
that the data for AS4/3501-6 may have been obtamed from panels with dIfferent volume 
fractions, it is clear that the 0° specimen does produce a very wide scatter in the shear 
modulI. This is consistent WIth the observatIOn that a specimen with thIS fiber onentation is 
senSItive to the specimen/fixture contact interface WhICh may vary from specimen to 
specimen. 
The experiments reported above showed that specimen twisting could become a 
severe problem, partIcularly for the 90° graphIte-epoxy specimens. If shear strain data 
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were taken from one sIde of the specimen only, then erroneous results can be obtained. 
Abdallah and Gascoigne [12] recorded a shear modulus of 4.82 GPa with a standard 
deviation of 0.78 GPa for AS4/3501-6, without the application of correction factors. For 
the same material system, Wilson [13] reports a value of 5.24 GPa with a repeatability 
modulus of 0.97 GPa and a reproducIbility modulus of 0.98 GPa. The simIlarity in the 
repeatability and reproducibility modulI suggest that the large scatter is a characteristic of 
the specimen, fixture and instrumentation, rather than the laboratory or technician 
performing the measurement. In the present work shear moduli, for the 90° specimen, 
between 3.0 GPa and 5.5 GPa could have been reported, If data from only one rosette 
were used. When the average of front and back readIngs was taken, and the correction 
factor applied, the results shown in FIgure 5.10 are obtained. A remarkable consistency is 
obtained. This confirms the predicted insensitIVIty of thIS specimen to the positIon of the 
applied load. All of the values from the experiments on the 90° specImen are very close to 
those from ±45° tension and 10° off-axis tests performed on the same material [14]. It 
would seem that the scatter recorded by other workers who tested 90° speCImens was 
indeed due to twisting effects, and the effect of these upon the shear modulus can be 
minimized by using back-to-back gages and averaging the shear strains. 
5.6 Shear strength measurement 
Much of the controversy over the Iosipescu speCImen lIes not only in the 
measurement of shear modulus but also the measurement of shear strength of composite 
materials [11]. While the main objectIve of the current study was to evaluate the test 
method for shear modulus determInation, some observations can be made on strength 
measurement. The shear stress-strain data presented here also contain the shear strength 
values. The values given correspond to the first load drop. This was simultaneous with a 
catastrophic failure in the 90° specimens. However, the 0° and 0°/90° speCImens could have 
sustained further loadIng and, perhaps, yielded higher strengths. The point to be made 
here is that the 90° strengths are much lower than those of the 0° and 0°/90° specimens. It 
seems, from the dIscussion above that twistIng in the 90° specimen may be responsIble for 
the apparently low values of shear strength. It should also be noted that thIS fiber 
orientation leaves the specimen susceptible to both in- and out-of-plane moments so that 
failure will be due to a complex system of stresses and a mixed mode fracture will occur. It 
would be wrong to describe the average shear stress at which failure occurred as the shear 
strength of the matenal, and it would not, of course, correspond to that found in the 0° or 
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0°/90° specimens. It has been shown that the applIcation of shim material does reduce the 
twIsting. It is probable that, as the twisttng is reduced or even elIminated, the apparent 
shear strength will increase. The relative twisting can be estimated by dividing the 
difference between the front, or back, shear strain and the average shear strain by the 
average shear strain. The apparent shear strength can then be corrected to account for the 
twisting. For example, the relative twisting of the specimen ill Figure 3.6b is about 33%. 
Correcting the reported apparent shear strength of 37 MPa for twisting yields a value of 56 
MPa, much closer to the value of 68 MPa reported for the 0° specimen in FIgure 3.6a. 
Even after the application of the correction for twisting the apparent strength of the 90° 
specimen is still less than the 0° specimen. The difference is thought to be due in part to the 
mixed mode fracture which occurs in the 90° specimen. Also, 0° specimens tend to distort 
at higher loads and the distorted fibers can carry part of the compressive loads and 
withstand a higher failure load. The 90° has some advantages over the 0° speCImen but the 
low failure strains do not allow an extensIve determination of the shear stress-strain 
behavior in the nonhnear regIOn. It may be speculated, however, that redUCIng the twisting 
could make this a preferred configuratIOn. 
The 0° specimen had the largest shear stress concentratIons near the notch tips. 
Presumably first failure would occur in that region. The effect of the development of 
cracks in this region would be to produce a more uniform stress field across the speCImen 
in the test region, and eventually a network of cracks parallel to the fiber drrection would be 
observed across the entire test section. This fiber orientation does suffer from the 
proximity of the loading to the test section, but thIS too might be reduced after local damage 
development. It is debatable as to whIch load value should be used In defining strength, 
the load to produce frrst cracking, with a suitable correctIon factor to account for the stress 
concentration near the notches, or the maxImum load, without a correction factor [11]. 
Because the crack Initiation is not at the mimmum cross section, It is suspected that the 0° 
specimen is also failed in a combIned mode. The failure strength obtained from 0° speCImen 
may also be overestimated due to possible fiber dIstortIOn before failure. Nonetheless, the 
resistance of this fiber configuration to bending and twisting, together with the uniformity 
of the shear stress field after imtial cracking, suggest that meaningful shear strengths may 
be obtained. 
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5.7 Summary 
Three main observations associated with the losipescu shear test method were 
categorized in Section 1.1. Observation (1): pure shear is not obtainable in the gage sectIon 
for 0° specimen. It was shown numerically and experimentally that it is caused by presence 
of in Ey in the gage section. The normal strains in the ±45° gages are not equal in 
magnitude and opposite in sign but shear strain calculation IS not affected due to the 
uniformity of strain fields. The 0° specimen still can be used to measure shear modulus. 
Observation (2): shear modulI obtained from 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens are not 
consistent. The inconsistency in shear modulus measurement is caused by nonuniform 
shear field in the test section and the application of correction factors can bring the 
difference to a minimum. It was also shown in Chapter 4 that the correctIOn factor depends 
on the finite element models used. To obtain accurate correction factors, optimal models 
taking into account of the contact length and constraint types should be used. The 
correction factors could be a range of values based on speclmen-to-specimen variation for 
0° specimen. Observation (3): there are wide variations in measured modulus for 0° and 90° 
specimens. Though this phenomenon is commonly observed, no explanation or solution 
has yet been provided. It was shown numencally in Chapter 4 that the variation of the 
measured shear modulus for 0° speCImen is caused by the uncertamty of load pomts and It 
is an inherent property for thIS fiber orientation. It was shown expenmentally the vanation 
m measured shear modulus for 90° specimen is caused by twisting effect. The effect of 
twisting on shear modulus measurement can be eliminated by taking average of front and 
back shear strains. 
It was suggested that after considenng the relative twisting at faIlure, the failure 
strength of 90° specimen can be corrected and the difference of failure strengths obtained 
from 0° and 90° specimens WIll become smaller. 
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CHAPTER 6. APPLICATION OF IOSIPESCU SHEAR TEST 
IN PARAMETRIC STUDIES 
6.1 Introduction 
Characterization of in-plane shear propertIes is a prerequisite to the understanding of 
the mechanical behavior of a laminated composite structure. For the unidirectIonal 
materials, fiber properties dominate the mechanical behaVIOr in the tensile or compressIve 
mode, whereas shear behaVIOr provides a discrimmator of matrix and fiber/matrIx 
interfacial properties. Thus shear modulus or strength is a very useful parameter for 
assessment of the effects of processing variables, such as fiber treatment and laminate 
consolIdation pressure (or temperature), upon the performance of a composite system. 
In thIS chapter, application of Iosipescu shear test in an interfacial study for material 
systems with and without fiber treatment will be presented. A cure cycle study evaluating 
the effect of consolidation pressure on shear properties of thermoplastlc composites will 
also be presented. 
6.2 Interface study 
The fiber-matrix mterface transfers the stress in a fiber reinforced composite from the 
weak and often low modulus matrIx to the fiber. Thus, in additIon to the material 
properties of the fiber and matrix, composite behavior is also governed by the chemical-
physical interactions occurring at the fiber-matrix interface and encompassing interphase. 
In this section, the IosIpescu shear test is used to investlgate fiber-matrIx adhesion and ItS 
relation to composite properties. 
6.2.1 Material and specimen details 
AU4 fibers WhICh are removed from the heat treatment ovens without any further 
processmg, and AS4 fibers WhICh are treated WIth an electrochemical oxidation step are 
used. These two set of fibers, AU4 and AS4, are combined WIth BMI/DIALL YL 
thermoset matrIx with 15% (by weight) polysulfone thermoplastic toughener. The 
poly sulfone thermoplastIc is added to the bismaleimide (BMI) thermoset matrix to increase 
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thennal stability, edge delamination strength and compression after impact strength. The 
extensional properties are Ell=131 GPa, E22=8.65 GPa for AU4/BMIPES and Ell=140 
GPa, E22=8.15 GPa for AS4/BMIPES, respectively. The unidIrectional AU4 and AS4 
composite panels have an in-plane dlmensIOn of76mm by 127mm (3" x 5") and are 18-ply 
thick. Six 90° speclmens are obtained from each panel and each speclmen lS numbered 
according to its panel position (Figure 6.1) for further reference. All specimens are 
instrumented with two-gage rosettes (Micro-measurements EA-13-062TV-350) at the 
center of the front and back surfaces of the specimen. Based on the observations in the 
previous chapters, maskmg tape is applIed to the edges of the specimen to reduce the 
twisting effect. Stress-strain data for each specimen are then recorded. 
6.2.2 Experimental results and discussion 
The stress-strain data obtained from the front and back faces of the six AU4 
specimens are shown in Figure 6.2. It is found that the front and back stress-strain 
responses are not consistent, indicating the presence of speclmen tWlsting, even with the 
application of maskmg tape. After taking average of front and back shear strains, the 
stress-strain data for the six AU4 specimens are comcldent, Figure 6.3. After the 
application of the shear modulus correction factor (CF=1.19, from Flgure 4.13), the 
corresponding shear modulI and strengths are shown in Flgure 6.4. For the AS4 panel, it 
is found that the panel thickness is not unifonn, Figure 6.1, hence the fiber volume 
fractions of the SlX specimens are different. It would be expected that the shear stress-
strain data will not be the same due to the inconsistent fiber volume fractions. The stress-
strain data for each individual specimens on the front and back faces are shown in Figure 
6.5. It is found that the degree of twistmg for the AS4 specimens is smaller than that for 
the AU4 specimens. After taking average of front and back shear strams, the stress-stram 
data for the six AS4 specimens are not coincident, FIgure 6.6. The shear stress-strain data 
for specimens 2, 3 and 4 are comcident and the shear stress-strain data for specimens 5 and 
6 are of dIfferent trends. Because the thicknesses of speclmens 5 and 6 are 7% less than 
those of specimens 2,3 and 4, the fiber volume fractIOns of specimens 5 and 6 would be 
conversely higher. ThlS can explain the apparent suffer shear responses of specimens 5 
and 6. From this observation, a conclusion can be drawn that the non-homogeneity, such 
as specimen thickness or fiber volume fraction, of the specimens can cause vanation in 
measured shear moduli. The shear modulus (after applIcation of shear modulus correction 
factor) and strength for the AS4 speclmens are shown in Flgure 6.7. 
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From Figures 6.3 and 6.6, it is shown that the shear modulus and strength of the 
treated laminate are about 70% lugher than those of the untreated lammate while the volume 
fractIon of the treated larmnate is only 40% hIgher than the untreated one. The fracture 
surface of the AU4 specimen has a broom-lIke appearance and the fibers are broken into 
several fragments. The fracture surface of the AS4 specimen shows a combinatIon of 
splitting and pull-out. Thus, from the experimental observations, it IS shown that surface 
treatment on the fiber improves the adhesion of the fiber to the matnx and provides better 
shear properties of the composites. 
6.3 Cure cycle study 
The curing process for fiber reinforced thermosetting resin matrix compOSIte lammate 
is accomplished by exposing the material to elevated temperatures and pressures for 
predetermined length of time [32]. The elevated temperatures apphed during the cure 
provide the heat required for initiatIng and mamtaming the chemical reactions (cross-
hnking) in the resin which cause the desired changes in the molecular structure. The 
applied pressure provides the force needed to squeeze excess resm out of the material, to 
consolidate indlvidual plies, and to compress vapor bubbles. Usually the curing process 
(denoted as the cure cycle) for thermoset composite materials contains multi-step 
processing, and different cure cycles affect the performance of the finished product 
significantly. Thermoplastic composites, on the other hand, require higher temperature and 
hIgher forming pressures than thermosetting compOSItes with single-step processing. The 
effect of the cure cycle on the performance of the thermoplastic composites, however, is 
not well documented In the lIterature. In this section, Iosipescu shear test IS used to 
evaluate the effect of the consolIdation pressure on the shear properties of a thermoplastIc 
composite system (AS4/PES). 
6.3.1 Material and specimen details 
The thermoplastic composite material was manufactured and supplied by leI, which 
employs AS4 graphite fibers in a matrix of polyethersulfone (PES). Three 22-ply 
unidlrectional panels were fabncated under different consolidation pressure. Panel 1, 2 and 
3 were consolidated at 3.5, 2.1 and 1.0 MPa (500, 300 and 150 psi), respectively. The 
laminate was heated in a matched-metal mould under contact pressure to 302°C. Pressure 
was then applied for 30 minutes and then the lammate was cooled down under the same 
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pressure. The extensional properties for the AS4/PES were predetennined and were found 
to be: E11=41.37 GPa, E22= 8.825 GPa, v12=0.29. Three 0° specimens from each panel 
were fabricated. 
6.3.2 Experimental results 
The nonnal strains recorded in the indIvidual gages at ±45° directions are shown in 
Figure 6.8. The nonnal strains at the ±45° directions are not equal in magnitude and 
opposite in sign due to the presence of Ey in the gage sectIon as dIscussed in Chapters 2 to 
5. The shear stress-strain data obtained from front and back faces of the 0° specImens for 
the three panels are shown in Figure 6.9. It is shown that there IS very small deviation in 
the shear stress-strain CUlves of the front and back surfaces, which ImplIes that little 
specimen twistIng occurred. The shear moduli for the three laminates are shown in FIgure 
6.10. The variatIon of the measured shear moduli for specimens cuttmg from the same 
panel is about 8% (in panels 1 and 3), which is caused by the sensitivity of this fiber 
orientation to the load introduction pomts. These observations are conSIstent with the 
findings from the 0° graphite-epoxy composite specimens. 
In FIgures 6.10-6.11, It is found that the shear strength slightly decreases when the 
consolIdation pressure increases but the measured shear moduli are essentially the same for 
the three laminates. From this study, it is shown that the shear properties of the AS4/pES 
thennoplastic laminate are not sensitive to the consolidation pressure in the cure cycle. 
6.4 Summary 
Iosipescu shear test was applIed to evaluate certam parameters in the composIte 
manufacturing process. It was shown that Iosipescu shear test does differentiate between 
surface treatments of the fibers. It was shown that a relatively small quantity of the new 
material is required if the Iosipescu shear test is used. For vanous material system, such as 
graphite fibers in thennoset matrix with the thennoplastIc additives, and graphite fibers m 
thennoplastic matrix, conSIstent shear modulus can be obtained. The Iosipescu shear test 
has proved to be an accurate and economIC tool for parametric studies in the fabrication of 
composite materials. 
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The specimen responses, such as twisting In the 90° fiber treated/untreated specimens 
and variation of measured shear modulus in 0° thermoplastic specimen, are consistent WIth 
the previous observations associated WIth the Iosipescu shear test. 
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CHAPTER 7. APPLICA TION OF IOSIPESCU SHEAR TEST 
TO WOVEN FABRIC, PARTICULATE 
COMPOSITES 
7.1 Introduction 
Woven fabnc composites have received increased attention in the recent years due to 
several advantages over unidIrectIonal composites. For example, in makIng complicated or 
curved parts or in process requiring careful posItioning of the remforcement, the more 
easily handled woven preform is preferred than the unidirectional prepreg. Also, the 
woven fabric composites provide improved energy absorption characteristics and hence 
have better impact resistance. Though several analytical models on the elastIc behavior of 
woven fabric composites have been presented [33,34], the experimental data avaIlable are 
relatively sparse. The purpose of thIS chapter is to Investigate experimentally the shear 
behavior of the uniweave, plain weave and satin weave compOSItes. The whole field moire 
interferometric and conventIOnal stram gage techniques are apphed. From the experimental 
results, the uniformity and purity of the shear fields for different woven fabric architectures 
are dIscussed. The effectiveness of the shear modulus measurement using traditional straIn 
gage techmque IS also addressed. 
Metal particulate reinforced plastics are mechamcally strong and tough. The 
Incorporation of short, random metal partIcles In epoxy resins has led to systems with 
hIgher impact strengths, stIffness, fracture toughness and creep performance. In addItIonal 
to their desirable mechanical properties, the metal particulate composites can be easily 
machined in less time and at lower cost than metal molds. Due to theIr special propertIes, 
metal particulate composites have gained certain attentIon in the composite society. But 
httle experimental data are aVaIlable. In this chapter, the shear behavior of the epoxy based 
aluminum particulate composites WIll be mvestIgated using whole field moire 
interferometric method and strain gage technique. From mOIre fringe patterns, the 
uniformity of the shear field IS assessed and the validIty of the Ioslpescu shear test on 
particulate composites is then evaluated. 
7.2 Woven fabric composites 
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7.2.1 Materials and specimen details 
Five graphite-epoxy woven fabric panels were manufactured and supplied by NASA 
LaRC. The in-plane dimension ofthe panels is 120mm x150mm (about 5" x 6"). Weave 
geometries tested included one uniweave (panel 1), two plain weaves (panels 2 and 3), one 
5-hamess (panel 4) and one 8-hamess satin weaves (panel 5). The fibers in the satin 
weaves are Celion fibers. One AS4 (panel 2) and one Celion fiber with large tow size 
(panel 3) are used in plain weaves. For the uniweave material, the AS4 fiber is used. All 
fabric composites tested were symmetric cross-ply laminates; that is, the warp dIrection of 
every ply is oriented in the 0° (I-axis) and 90° (2-axis) directions alternatively. These 
panels were about 3.8mm thick (0.15"), and subjected to in-plane shear loadmgs only. A 
description of these five panels is given in Table 7.1. 
Eight speCImens were machined from each panel. All specimens are 76mm (3") long 
and 19mm (0.75") tall with two V-notches on opposite ends of the vertical center line. The 
dimensions are the same as those described in FIgure 1.2b. Two specimens from each 
panel were instrumented with three-gage stacked rosette (Micro-measurements W A-13-
060WR-120) on one face and moire grating on the opposite face and the other six 
specimens of each panel were instrumented with back-to-back two-gage rosettes (Micro-
measurements EA-13-062TV -350). The procedure for moire experiments is the same as 
that discussed in Section 3.2. 
7.2.2 Experimental results 
The shear stress-strain data obtained from the strain gaged specimens for the five 
panels are shown in Figures 7.1-7.5. Shear strains are continuously recorded until 
saturation m the data acquisitIOn system occurred. Figures 7.1a-7.5a represent the shear 
stress-strain curves obtained from the front and back surfaces of all SIX stram gaged 
specimens. FIgures 7.1 b-7 .5b represent the average shear stress-stram data (takmg 
average of front and back shear strains) of the six strain-gaged speCImens. It is found that 
the averaged shear stress-strain curves from six strain-gaged speCImens are mostly 
coincident for all panels except for panel 3. The averaged m-plane shear moduli and shear 
strengths are listed in Table 7.2. TypIcal mOIre fringe patterns for these five panels are 
shown in Figures 7.6-7.10. A carrier of rotation was applIed to obtain two sets of fringes 
to render easy data reduction and evaluation of umformity of strain field in the test sectlon. 
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Typical shear strain distributions along the notch-root axis for these five panels are shown 
in FIgures 7.12-7.16. 
7.2.3 Discussion 
Shear stress-strain data 
The shear stress-strain data in FIgures 7.1-7.5 are nonlinear throughout most the 
curves. Linear behavIOr can only be observed for a shear strain less than 0.5%. Thus the 
shear modulus must be defined very careful. In this chapter, 0.2% tangential shear 
modulus is used. All fabrics show certain degrees of specimen twisting. After taking 
average of front and back shear strains, the shear stress-strain curves of six strain-gaged 
specimens for panels 1,4 and 5 are very consistent. In panel 2, only one deVIatIon from 
the general trend of shear stress-stram curves is observed. The derivation was found to be 
caused by nonumform speCImen thickness. In panel 3 the shear stress-strain data for the 
six strain-gaged specimens are not consIstent before or after taking average of front and 
back shear strains. The abnormal behavior is attrIbuted to the 12k large sized warp and fill 
yarns of the fabric. This will be discussed further below. 
Moire fringe patterns 
In FIgures 7.6-7.10, two sets of mOIre fnnge patterns are shown for each specimen. 
For the first set of the moire frInges, FIgures 7.6a&b-7.10a&b, the u-field is adjusted to 
have minimum fnnges such that most of the infonnatIon is contained in the v-field. For the 
second set, Figures 7.6c&d-7.10c&d, the u- and v-fields are adjusted to have almost equal 
amount of fringes. The first set of fringe patterns provides easy data reduction while the 
second set provides better evaluation of the unifonnity of the stram fields. From Figures 
7 .6b-7 . lOb, it is noted that the v-field fnnge patterns for all panels are not 
anti symmetrically distrIbuted. This phenomenon IS caused by the non-anti symmetric loads 
resulting from material imperfectIon or local hardness in the specimen/fixture contact 
regIOns. ThIS phenomenon is very commonly observed for all Iosipescu specimens 
because the fixture only imposes umform displacement constramts to the speCImen and the 
load pomts are not defined. 
In the u-field, the normal strain Ex IS neglIgIble m the test seCtIon except at the notch 
roots for all five fabncs, Figures 7 .6a-7.1 Oa. Small Ex are found at the nght sides of the 
top and bottom notch flanks. On the top, Ex is negative and on the bottom Ex IS positIve. 
This phenomenon is caused by a combination of very small degree of in-plane and out-of-
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plane bendmg. For all five fabrics, the u-fields are not uniform but contain a zig-zag 
pattern, especially for panel 5 ([0/9013s, 8HS), Flgure 7. lOa. The highly rrregular zlg-zag 
pattern in the u-field of panel 5 specimen can be attnbuted to its high yarn density (24 
yarns/m). The volume fractions of the fiber bundle and the surroundmg resin rich areas 
are not the same, therefore, high yarn density implies more variations in local volume 
fraction and stiffness. 
The v-displacement fields in Flgures 7.6b-7.10b conslst of dense, almost vertIcal 
fringes in the test section for all panels except for panel 5. The vertical gradient of the 
fringe contours in this v-displacement field is small for panels 1 to 4. Note that near the 
notches the terms au/dy and av(dx do not cancel due to the three-dimensional twisting 
effect. For panel 5 speClmen, the compressive load from the upper inner load points 
decays mto the upper half of the test section and causes a S-shaped v-field fringe pattern m 
the upper part of the test section. The decay of the compressive loads from the upper inner 
load points can be seen more clearly m Flgure 7.lOd. 
In Figures 7.6c-7.1Oc and 7.6d-7.lOd, where the u-and v-fields are adjusted to have 
almost the same amount of fringes, the nonuniformity is observed very clearly. Some 
high-density fringe bands are noted in the v-and u-fields. This phenomenon is suspected to 
be caused by nonuniform volume fractions in the fabric. Because the volume fraction of 
the warp and fill ends is much higher than the volume fraction of the fabric, there will be 
resin rich regions between the bundles and these resin nch reglOns wlll be subjected to 
large shear strains. If the resm rich regions between the bundles are responslble for the 
dense fringe bands, it should be possible to predict the amount of the dense frmge bands m 
the test section from the weave architecture of the fabncs. The fiber bundle denslties for 
panels 1 through 5 are 18, 12.5, 7.5, 18 and 24 yarns/in respectlvely. Accordmgly, across 
the test section (0.45" m wldth) there should be about 8, 5, 3, 8 and 10 dense fringe bands 
for panels 1 to 5. By checkmg the u-fields of Flgures 7 .6d-7 .1Od, it lS found that the 
number of dense fringe bands are as predicted. Therefore, it is concluded that the dense 
fringe bands are caused by the low shear resistance of the resm rich regions between the 
fiber bundles. 
One consequence of the nonuniform shear field and dense fringe bands is that the 
measurement of shear stram using strain gage rosette may not be accurate. If the strain 
gage rosette happens to cover a region composed of one bundle and one resin rich zone 
such that the volume fracoon of the gage sectIon lS the same as the volume fraction of the 
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fabric, then the shear strain measurement can be considered to be approximately accurate. 
When the gage section cover more than one bundle and one resm nch resin, the measured 
shear modulus may not be consistent due to the specimen-to-specimen vanations in the 
ratio of number of bundle to number of resin rich zone. If the SIze of the gage section is 
smaller than the width of the bundle, large variation 10 the measured shear modulus will 
occur. It is shown in Figures 7.8c&d and 7. lla&b that for two dIfferent panel 3 
specImens, the fringe patterns in the test section could be very different. In Figures 7.8d, 
fringes in the test section are sparse but dense for regions next to the test section. 
However, 10 Figure 7.11 b, the dense fringe bands is at the test section. Therefore, at the 
same apphed load, the shear strains obtamed from the strain gages in the two specimens are 
not consistent. It is hence suggested that to measure the shear modulus of high tow sized 
woven fabric composItes, strain gage size should be large enough to cover at least one 
fabric tow and one resin zone to obtain average strains over the anisotropy scale of the 
composites. 
Shear strain distributions across the notches 
The shear strains across the notches, normalized with respect to the average shear 
strain Yavg, are shown in FIgures 7.12-16 for specimens of panels 1 to 5 respectively. The 
shear strain distributions are not uniform for all five fabrics. For panels 2, 3 and 5, the 
shear strain distnbutions are more nonuniform. Thus, the nonuniformlty of shear strain 
distnbutIons not only occurs in the large tow sIzed fabric (panel 3) or high yarn densIty 
fabric (panel 5), but also moderate yarn densIty and tow sized fabnc (panel 2). It was 
found that the shear strain dIstnbution does not become uniform with increasing applied 
load. The peak shear strain is not at the center of the specimen. 
Due to the nonumformity of the shear field, shear modulus correction factors could 
not be applied to strain gage data. For example, 10 FIgures 7.13 and 7.15, the correction 
factors could be 0.9 for panel 4 or 1.1 for panel 2. However, from Table 7.2 and Figures 
7.1-7.5, fairly consistent shear modulus stIll can be obtained for woven fabrics composites 
except for large tow sized fabnc. 
7.3 Particulate composites 
An expenmental study was conducted to 10vestigate the shear field of an Iosipescu 
aluminum-epoxy partIculate composIte specImen. Since the purpose of this section is to 
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evaluate the the effectIveness of the tradttional stram gage techmque on the shear modulus 
measurement of particulate composite, no dIscussion about the effect of filler SIze, 
interfacial adhesion on the shear properties will be given. Moire interferometry was applied 
to obtain full field displacement fields and uniformity of the shear strain distribution in the 
test section was then assessed. 
7.3.1 Materials and specimen details 
The epoxy based aluminum particulate composite was used as potted end support 
for graphite-epoxy Z-section stIffeners in a compression test to provide for uniform load 
introduction, prevent end broommg and simulate clamped boundary condition of the 
stiffener. The material is supplied by NASA LaRC and cut to specimen dimension as 
shown m Figure 1.2b. The extensional modulus and POIsson ratIo were predetermined to 
be E=7.752 GPa and v=0.43. 
7.3.2 Experimental results and discussion 
The shear stress-stram data obtained from the strain gaged speCImen are shown in 
FIgures 7.17 and 18. The normal strains recorded in the mdividual gages of the rosette are 
plotted as a function of the average shear stress in Figure 7.17. It is found that the 
behavior of the two ±45° gages is highly nonlinear and the compressive strain in the +450 
gage IS only slightly larger than the tenSIle strain m the -450 gage. From Figure 7.18, it is 
found that the front and back shear stress-strain curves is only slightly apart indicating that 
little twisting occurred. The nonlmear behavior occurs when 'Yxy is larger than 0.15%. 
Typical u- and v-field moire fringe patterns are shown in Figures 7.19a and b. It is found 
that the u- and v-fringes are not antIsymmetrically distributed. In the u-field, shear strain 
in the gage sectIon is essentially negligIble but are of significant magnitude at the notches. 
At the right flank of the bottom notch, tensile Ex is observed. In the v-field, the fringes are 
not straight in the test section and small amount of Ey exists. The existence of Ey is due to 
the low extensional modulus of the particulate compOSIte. The shear stram distnbution 
across the notches obtained from the moire data reductIon is shown in FIgure 7.20. It is 
found that the shear strain dIstribution is approximately uniform except at the notch 
regIOns. The shear strain at the center of the test sectIon IS about 0.94 to 1.02 'Yavg for all 
shear strain levels. Under low loading, the shear strain distribution shows more 
fluctuations. Thus correct shear modulus measurement still can be obtamed from the 
Iosipescu strain gaged specimen. From thIS experiment, the tangent shear modulus at 'Yxy 
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=0.15% was 2.4 GPa. If E and v values are substituted mto G=E/2(1 +v), a shear modulus 
G=2.7 GPa is obtained. 
The failed specimen configuration IS shown m Figure 7.21. The specimen faIled 
catastrophically and broke into three pieces. Failure cracks mitiated at the notch root-notch 
flank intersections and propagated across the direction of the maximum tensile stress 
toward the inner-most load points. 
7.4 Summary 
Application of Iosipescu shear test to shear modulus measurement of woven fabnc 
composites was presented. It was found that the strain dIstnbution across the notches is 
not uniform for woven fabrics of all weaves due to nonuniform volume fractions in the 
specimen. Significant nonuniformity is evidenced by the presence of the fringe bands in 
the test section. Shear modulus measurement using strain gage technique IS not accurate 
for fabric with large tow size If small strain gages are used. 
Strain distnbution for epoxy based alummum partIculate compOSIte is 
approximately uniform in the test section. The shear stram distribution across the notches 
is sensitive to the loading levels or load proximity effect. The deviation between the shear 
strain at the gage section and the average shear strain across the notches is about ±5%. The 
measured shear modulus is very close to the calculated shear modulus ( G=E/2(1 +v) ). 
Note that little specimen twisting was observed in this epoxy based alummum particulate 
composite. On the contrary, large specimen twistIng was found m the isotropic aluminum 
specimen, Figure 5.9a. Thus, for ISOtrOPIC materials, degree of twisting depends on the 
extensional stiffness of the material system. In this example, the extensional stiffness of 
the epoxy based aluminum particulate composite is about a quarter of the extensional 
stiffness of the aluminum specimen. 
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CHAPTER 8. EV ALUATION OF U-NOTCH IOSIPESCU 
SPECIMENS 
8.1 Introduction 
In shear testing of metals, Iosipescu found that if two 90° V -shape sharp notches 
(wIth the notch depth ranging from 20% to 25% of the specimen height) were cut at the 
opposite ends of the center of a beam, the shear stress dIstnbution in the test section would 
become umform when two pairs of antisymmetncally load couples are applIed to the 
specImen. The principal stresses are at an angle of ±45° to the specimen axes and intersect 
one another in the test section. Since the sides of the notches are parallel to the directIon of 
normal stresses, stress concentratIon does not develop. Unfortunately, Iosipescu's idea of 
shear testing of metals does not apply to the composite materials. For composite materials, 
it has been shown that the shear stress distribution across the notches IS not uniform 
[10,17-20,25-27] and the nonuniformity depends on the material orthotropic ratio [10,17-
20]. There is a significant shear stress concentration near the notch tips for the 0° specimen 
and at the center of test sectIon for the 90° specimen. The effect of notch parameters (notch 
depth, notch angle and the notch radius at the notch tip) have been evaluated 
[5,10,11,18,27]. The range of values of the parameters Investigated In these studies was 
10-30% of the specimen heIght for notch depth, 90-130° for notch angle, and 0-2.5mm for 
notch tip radius. It was found that these three parameters all affect the stress 
concentrations but the notch tip radius exerts far greater influence on the stress distribution 
than the notch depth and notch angle. 
With the introduction of the notch radius, the normal and shear stress concentrations 
at the notches are alleviated and the shear stress distnbution across the notches becomes 
more uniform. It has been shown [5] that for a certain matenal orthotropy, WIth a certain 
combination of the values of the parameters, the non uniformity of the shear stress 
distribution across the notches can be reduced to a minimum. But the shear stress in the 
test section is never the same as the applied average shear stress across the whole test 
section. Thus a correction factor IS always needed In order to account for the 
nonumformity of the shear field no matter what combinatIon of the notch parameters IS 
used. 
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Due to the limitation of the V-notch geometry, studies about the effect of notch radms 
on shear stress field have been perfonned up to 2.54mm (0.1") radius [18]. Smce the 
notch angle ofthe V-notch specImen has little effect on the shear stress distributlon and 
application of the shear modulus correction factor is mevitable, one implication IS that the 
notch geometry may be altered and redesigned. An alternative is the V-notch specimen. 
Because V-notch is easy to cut and does not require special toolmg, adoption of the V-
notch Iosipescu specimen means cost saving in labor and tooling. 
From the results of the numerical analysIs of the V -notch Iosipescu shear specImen, It 
is apparent that most of the applied loads for the imposed unifonn dIsplacement constramts 
are antisymmetrically located in four small regions, FIgure 4.5. Expenmentalobservatlon 
of the failed specimen also shows eVIdence of narrow load applIcation regions. Because 
the influence of the outer load paIrs on the shear field in the test section is negligible, it is 
hence suggested that the specimen length may be further reduced. 
In this Chapter, the V-notch Iosipescu shear specimen is proposed and evaluated. 
V-notch Iosipescu specimens with notch radms r= 3.175mm (0.125") and specImen 
lengths of 50mm (2") and 76mm (3") are mvestlgated. Numencal analyses and 
expenments using moire interferometric and tradItional strain gage techniques are applied. 
8.2 3" U-notch specimen 
8.2.1 Numerical analysis 
The dimensions of the 3" V -notch Iosipescu speCImen are shown in FIgure 8.1. The 
test section width is the same as the V -notch specimen. The fimte element mesh used in the 
numerical analysIs is shown in FIgure 8.2. At regions near the notches, the mesh is 
refined. This finite element model had 1924 membrane fimte elements. The sequence of 
steps for application of boundary conditIons and applied dIsplacements IS the same as that 
described 10 Chapter 4. After several iteratIons, the boundary conditions for 0°, 90° and 
0°/90° graphite-epoxy specimens, as shown in FIgure 8.3, are established. The inner load 
point distance is 7mm for all fiber onentatIons. 
Force distribution on the specimen 
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The force distributions on the sides of the graphite-epoxy specimen for the three 
dIfferent ply orientauons using the finIte element models m FIgure 8.3 are depIcted m 
Figure 8.4. In comparison with Figure 4.5, it was found that the load introduction regions 
are essentially the same for the V- and V-notch specimens. 
Strain state in the specimen 
The shear strains, normalized with respect to average shear strains computed across 
the test section, are shown in Figure 8.5. It is found that the shear stram concentratIon near 
the notches for 0° V-notch specimen is much less than that of the V-notch 0° specimen. 
The shear strain near the notches and at the center of the test secUon are 13% larger and 8% 
smaller than the average shear strain, respectively. For the V-notch 0° specimen, the 
deviations are 32% and 13%, respectively. Thus the shear strain distribution across the 
notches for the V-notch 0° specimen is more umform than that of the V-notch 0° specimen. 
Conversely, the shear strain concentration at the center of the test sectIon in the 90° V-notch 
specimen is higher than that of the 90° V-notch specimen. For the 0°/90° V-notch 
specimen, the shear strain distnbuUon is not as uniform as the V -notch specimen. The 
corresponding shear modulus correctIOn factors are 0.92, 1.25 and 1.08, respectively for 
0°,90° and 0°/90° V-notch speCImens. 
The normal and shear strain contours for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° graphite-epoxy specimens 
are shown in FIgures 8.6-8.8. For the 0° specimen, the longitudinal normal strain, Ex, IS 
very small in the test section. The maximum transverse normal and shear strams occur at 
the inner load pomts and are approximately of same magmtude. The Ey in the test section 
is about 14% of the maximum Ey at the inner load points. In two small regions at the left 
flank of the top notch and the right flank of the bottom notch, Ey is tensIle. The magnitudes 
of the tensile Ey and the corresponding shear strain in these regIOns are about 32% and 73% 
of the maximum shear strain in the test section, FIgures 8.6b and c. Thus these two 
regions are potential locations for inCIpient faIlure. Adams et al. [5] compared three V-
notch specimens with notch tIp radius ranging from O.Omm to 0.64mm and 1.27mm, 
respectIvely. It was found that the point of maximum shear stress tends to move away 
from the root of each notch with mcreasing notch-root radius, in a directIon toward the 
nearest inner loading point. For the V-notch specimen, the regIon of maximum shear strain 
near the notches expands further from the test section toward the inner load points as 
compared to the 0° V-notch specimen. In thIS analysis, it was found that the shear strain at 
the nght flank of the top notch and at the left flank of the bottom notch is about 11 % hIgher 
than the maximum shear strain in the test secUon. The implicatIon of the shift of the 
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maximum shear near the notches is that shear failure may not necessarily initiate from the 
minimum cross section. 
For the 90° specImen, Ey is small in the load contact regions due to Its large transverse 
stiffness. The Ey in the test section is essentially zero. At the left flank of the top and the 
right flank of the bottom notches, the longitudinal normal strains are tensile and are about 
62% of the maximum shear m the test sectton. Due to the large radIus, the maximum shear 
strain zones tend to extend to the above mentioned regIons. The correspondmg shear 
strains in the regions of tensile Ex are of the same order of magnitude as the maximum shear 
strain in the test section. The strain contours of the 0°/90° specImen have the characteristtcs 
of both the 0° and 90° specimens. 
8.2.2 Materials and specimen details 
The 3" U-notch Iosipescu specimens were cut from the same panel as the V-notch 
specImens. They are 20-ply unidIrectional and cross-ply, graphite-epoxy specimens with 
dimensions as shown in Figure 8.1. For each fiber onentation, one specimen was 
instrumented with a crossed-line dIffraction grating on one surface and a stacked three gage 
rosette (MIcro-measurements WK-06-060WR-350) on the other surface. The strain gaged 
specImens were mstrumented with separate two-gage rosette (MIcro-measurements EA-13-
062TV-350) on each surface of the specimen. The experimental procedure IS the same as 
what described in the Chapters 2 and 3. 
8.2.3 Experimental results and discussion 
Stress-strain data 
Typical shear stress-strain data from the experiments on the strain gaged specimens of 
three fiber orientation are shown in FIgure 8.9. The mdividual normal strains in the ±45° 
gages are shown m Figure 8.lD. For 0° specimen, the tensIle strain m the -45° gage is 
about 69% to 78% of the compression stram m the +45° gage based on specimen-to-
speCImen variations. For 90° speCImen, the two gage readings are equal m magnitude but 
opposite in sign. The stress-strain behavior is linear until the shear strain exceeds 0.8%. 
The two ±45° gages on the 0°/90° specimen also recorded approximately equal and opposite 
normal strains and the shear stress-strain behavior is nonlinear. 
Moire fringe patterns 
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Typical moire fringe patterns for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° speCImens are shown m FIgures 
8.11-13, respectively. In Figures 8.11a and b, the u-field is adjusted to have the minimum 
number of fringes and the v-field contains most of the deformation mformation. The 
fringes in the v-field are S-shaped, which provide the evidence of the existence of 
transverse normal strain, Ey, in the 0° specimen test section. In Figures 8.11c and d, 
where deformation information is equally contained m the u- and v-fields, significant 
nonumformity is found in the u-displacement field. These nonumform fringe distribunons 
may be caused by the randomly dlstributed resin rich regions (between fiber bundles) in the 
specimen. For the 0° specimen, because the fibers are in the longitudinal direction, the 
nonuniformity will be shown in the u-field. Note that some degree of nonuniformity also 
exists in the V -notch specimens. Due to the rapid change of the cross section in the V-
notch sections, most of the the nonumformity is masked by the large stress gradient m the 
test section. In the v-field, very dense fringe bands are found at the notch regions 
neighboring the inner load pomts. The maximum shear thus moved away from the notch 
tip in a direction toward the mner load points, WhICh agrees well WIth the numencal 
predictions. At the notch reglOns further from the applIed load, large tensIle strains Ey are 
found, an observation which is also consistent with the numencal results. 
In Figure 8.12a, significant tensIle au/ax is observed in the nght side of the bottom 
notch and a lesser amount of tensile au/ax is also observed in the left side of the top notch. 
While the numerical analysis predicts equal magnitude of the tensile Ex in the above 
mentioned two regIons, the inequality in the experimental results mdicates that some degree 
of in-plane bending may occur in the 90° specimen. In Figure 8.12b, the fringes in the test 
section are straight. Very dense fnnge bands are observed. ThIS phenomenon again can be 
attributed to the existence of resin nch regions in the test secnon. Because the fibers are in 
the vertical drrectlon, nonuniformIty m the 90° specimen is observed m the v-field fringe 
pattern. For the 0°/90° specimen, the non uniformity of the displacement fields can be 
observed in both the u- and v-fields, FIgures 8.13. 
Shear strain distribution across, the notches 
The shear strain distnbutlons across the notches obtained from the mOIre data 
reduction for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens are shown m Figure 8.14. It is found that the 
shear stram distributions are not symmetnc for 0° and 0°/90° specimens. For the 0° 
specimen, at regions near the top notch, there are shear strain concentrations for all load 
levels, especially at lower applied loads. This effect also occurred m the 3" 0° V-notch 
specimen. The shear strain concentration at the top notch is as high as 1.38 at a load of 
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6.5MPa to 1.18 at a load of 33.5MPa, FIgure 8. 14a. This phenomenon is not predicted in 
the numerical analysis. It is suspected that the non-symmetric shear stram distrIbution IS 
caused by non-anttsymmetrically distrIbuted applied load. The mner load points at the 
bottom notch is believed to be farther away than the inner load points at the top notch. 
From the moire fringe patterns of 0° V-and U-notch specimens, the non-antisymmetrical 
load applIcation points are evidenced by the unequal fnnge densities near the notch flanks. 
Thus, the closeness of the mner load points at the top notch to the test section may have 
distorted the shear contour and caused the non-symmetrIc shear strain distribution across 
the test section. Due to the U -notch geometry, the distortion is more profound than the V-
notch specimen. For the 0°/90° specimen, the shear stram distribution is also not 
symmetric. But the irregular kink near the center of the specimen is caused by the 
non homogeneity of the material. For the 90° specimen, there is less fluctuation in the 
shear strain dtstribution. Because the fibers are in the transverse direction, the effect of 
non-anti symmetrical load points and material non homogeneIty to the strain distribution in 
the test section is negligIble. 
The correction factors can be obtamed from the shear strain dIstrIbutions across the 
notches. From FIgure 8.14, the shear modulus correctIOn factors are about 0.93, 1.25 and 
1.11 for 0°,90° and 0°/90° specimens, respectively. 
8.3 2" U-notch specimen 
8.3.1 Numerical analysis 
The dimensions for the 2" U-notch specimen are the same as the 3" U-notch 
specimen except for the specimen length. The fimte element mesh for the 2" U-notch 
specimen m the numerical analyses is shown in Figure 8.15. At the center portion of the 
specimen, the finite element mesh is the same as the 3" U-notch speCImen. This finite 
element model had 1756 membrane finite elements. The boundary conditions for 0°, 90° 
and 0°/90° graphIte-epoxy specimens are established following the procedure in Chapter 4 
and are shown in FIgure 8.16. The inner load pomt distance IS 7mm for all fiber 
onentations. 
Force distribution on the specimen 
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The force dIstributions on the sides of the graphite-epoxy speCImens of the three fIber 
onentations USIng the flmte element models in FIgure 8.16 are depicted In FIgure 8.17. 
The force dtstributtons for the 0° and 0°/90° specimens are very sImilar Due to the change 
in specimen length, the force dtstributtons of 3" and 2" U-notch specImens are different. 
Strain state in the specimen 
The shear strains, normalized with respect to average shear stram across the test 
sectIOn, are shown In FIgure 8.18. SImilar to the 3" 0° U-notch speCImen, the shear stram 
concentratIon near the notches for the 2" 0° specImen is much less than that of the 3" 0° V-
notch specimen. The shear stram concentratIon near the notches IS 1.3 tImes the average 
shear stram, 'Yavg. At the center, the shear stram IS 13% less than the average shear stram 
whIle for the 3" U-notch speCImen, the deVIatIOn is only 8%. The dIfference between the 
3" and 2" U-notch speCImens are suspected to be caused by the posItion of the outer load 
pomts. For the 2" speCImen, the stram contours are slIghtly dIstorted because the outer 
load points are closer to the notches. Thus the shear stram concentratIon IS hIgher in the 2" 
0° U-notch specimen For 90° and 0°/90° speCImens, the shear strain dIstrIbutIons are very 
simIlar to those of the 3" U-notch counterparts. The correspondmg shear modulus 
correction factors are 0.87, 1.25 and 1.07, respectively, for 0°,90° and 0°/90° specimens. 
The normal and shear stram contours for 0°,90° and 0°/90° graphIte-epoxy specImens 
are shown In Figures 8.19-21. The strain contours for the 2" U-notch speCImens are 
simIlar to those of the 3" U-notch speCImens The dISCUSSIOns concermng the eXIstence of 
tensIle Ex and Ey m some regIOns near the notch root in the 3" V- and U-notch 90°, 0° and 
0°/90° speCImens also apply m the 2" U-notch specimens. For the 0° speCImen, Ey In the 
test sectIon is about 14% of the maXImum Ey at the inner load pomts In the notch regIOns 
further from the applIed load, the tenSIle Ey and the correspondmg shear strams In these 
regions are about 25% and 80% of the maXImum shear stram m the test seCtIon, FIgures 
8.19b and c. The shear stram at the notch regIOns neighbonng the applIed load IS about 
20% higher than the maXImum shear stram m the test section. For the 90° speCImen, at the 
notch regions further from the applied load, the longItudinal normal stram IS tenSIle and IS 
about 72% of the maxImum shear in the test section. The corresponding shear strain m the 
regions of tensIle Ex IS about 72% of the maXImum shear strain m the test seCtIon. At these 
four small regions in the vicmIty of the notch root the shear strain is of the same order of 
magnitude as the maXImum shear stram in the test section. If a complex stram state near 
the notches m the lInear analysis eXIsts m the nonlInear range, faIlure may Imtiate at those 
regIOns and the speCImen may faIlm mIxed mode. 
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8.3.2 Experimental results and discussion 
The 2" V-notch Iosipescu specimens were cut from the same panel as the 3" V- and 
V-notch specimens. The strain gage instrumentatIOn and moire Implementation are the 
same as those of the 3" specimens. The expenmental procedure is the same as that 
described in the Chapters 2 and 3. 
Stress-strain data 
Typical shear stress-strain data obtained from the stram gaged specimens for the three 
fiber orientation are shown in Figure 8.22. It was found that the shear stress-strain curves 
for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens are nonlinear (for y > 0.4%). For the 0° specimen the 
stress at the first load drop is consIdered as the shear strength. The indiVIdual nonnal 
strains in the ±45° gages are shown m FIgure 8.23. In Figure 8.23a, the tensile strain m 
the -45° gage is about 63% to 68% of the compressive strain in the +45° gage based on 
specimen-to-specimen variations. The two ±45° gages in the 0°/90° specimen also recorded 
approximately equal and opposite normal strains. Small amounts of twisting are observed 
for the 0° specimen when the applIed load increased. 
Moire fringe patterns 
Typical moire fringe patterns for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens are shown in FIgures 
8.24-26, respectively. In FIgures 8.24a&b-26a&b, the u- and v-fields are adjusted to have 
approximately equal amount of the fringes. NonuniformitIes are found in the u-field for 0° 
and 0°/90° specimens and in the v-field for 90° and 0°/90° speCImens. For the 0° specimen, 
the fringes in the v-field are S-shaped. Very dense fringes are found at notch regIOns 
neIghboring the apphed load. Thus the maximum shear moved away from the notch tip 
toward the inner load points. Tensile Ey IS found at regIOns away from the notch tips. For 
90° speCImen, tensile Ex is found at the right side of the bottom notch in the u-field. 
Shear strain distribution across the notches 
The shear strain distributions across the notches obtained from the moire data 
reduction for 0°, 90° and 0°/90° specimens are shown m Figure 8.27. The distributions are 
similar to the counterparts of the 3" V-notch speCImens. The shear strain distributions are 
not symmetric for 0° and 0°/90° specimens. For the 0° specimen, the shear strain 
concentration is about 1.2 at regIOns near the top notch. The non-symmetnc shear strain 
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distribution is caused by non-antisymmetncally distnbuted applied load. For 0°/90° 
specimen, the shear strain distnbutIon is also not uniform reflectmg the nonhomogeneity of 
the specimen. The 90° specimen showed less fluctuation in the shear strain dIstnbution. 
The corresponding shear modulus correcnon factors are 0.92, 1.18 and 1.03 for these 0°, 
90° and 0°/90° moire specimens. 
8.4 Summary 
Shear modulus 
The shear moduli obtained from the 3" V-, V- as well as 2" V-notch AS4-3501-6 
graphite-epoxy specimens are shown in Table 8.1. The shear modulus correction factors 
obtained from numerical analyses and one set of moire speCImens are also shown in Table 
8.1. Note that the correction factors obtained from different set of mOIre experiments may 
be different based on specimen-to-specImen variatIOns. From this companson, it is found 
that the deviation of the correction factors from the numerical and expenmental results 
ranges from 5% to 10% for 0° specimens whIle the deviation for 90° and 0°/90° specimens 
range from 2% to 5%. The large variatIon for the 0° speCImen is caused by uncertainty of 
load points as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. After applIcation of correctIon factors, the 
shear modulus obtained from 0° specimen is smaller than those of the 90° and 0°/90° 
specimens in all V- and V-notch specimens. The shear moduli obtained from the 2" V-
notch specimens for all three fiber orientations are slightly higher than those from the 3" V-
and V-notch speCImens. For 0° specimen in all V- and V-notch designs, the standard 
deviation is higher, which is again attributed to the uncertamty of load points for this fiber 
orientation. In general, the 90° specimens produce more consistent results among these 
three specimen deSIgns. 
Shear strength 
The shear strength obtained from the 3" V-, V- and 2" V-notch graphIte-epoxy 
specimens are shown in Table 8.2. Shear strength is mterpreted as the stress when the first 
load-drop occurs in the shear stress-strain curve. Due to the V-notch geometry, very large 
deformation occurred when the first load drop was observed for the 0° and 0°/90° 
specImens, especially for 0°/90° speCImens. At the notches, the V-shape is greatly 
dIstorted. Thus the strength values obtained from 0° and 0°/90° specimens cannot 
interpreted as the shear strength of the material. LIkewise, the 0° and 0°/90° V -notch 
specimens may distort before the first load-drop occurs. If the distortion in the V -shape 
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notch is small, it IS not visually observable. For the 90° specimens, failure 10itiated at 
regions away from the notch-root axis and specImen faIled in a mIxed mode. Prediction and 
interpretation of the shear strength is beyond the scope of thIS research and will not be 
discussed further. 
Supplementary test on thermoplastic composites 
In a subsequent test on the AS4/APC-2 cross-ply ([0/90120) 3" V-, V- and 2" V-
notch specimens, it was found that the shear moduli for 3" V- and V-notch specimens are 
essentially the same while the modulus obtamed from 2" V-notch specimen is slightly 
higher. The measured shear modulus is shown 10 Table 8.3. Typical moire fringe patterns 
for 3" V- and V-notch speCImens are shown in FIgures 8.28 and 29. 
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
9.1 Conclusions 
The problems associated with the Iosipescu shear test have been identified and 
demonstrated experimentally and numerically. For 0° specimens, pure shear is not 
obtainable In the test section because the compressive strains Imposed by the Inner load 
points are transmitted along the fibers into the test section. The strains recorded by the two 
strain gages at the ±45° directions to the longItudinal axis are not equal in magnitude and 
opposite in sign. Because the normal and shear strain fields in the small gage section are 
uniform, the lack of pure shear for the 0° specimen does not affect the accurate 
measurement of shear strain. 
The shear strain distribution in the test section (across the notches) is not uniform for 
all material systems. Based on the material orthotropy, the distributIons are of different 
shapes. In the calculation of the shear modulus, correction factors must be applIed to 
account for the nonumform shear strain dIstribution across the notches. It is not 
satisfactory to have to use correction factors in material property measurement methods. It 
is less satisfactory when these correction factors depend upon material propertIes. 
Fortunately, the main parameter is the material orthotropy ratio WhICh is readIly aVaIlable, 
and not the shear modulus which is to be measured. These correction factors also depend 
upon the size and type of strain gage rosette used, but the variation for gage SIzes In the 
range 1-2mm is less than 3%. Since one of the main purposes of the test IS to produce 
material property data it seems unwise to Ignore the issue of correctIon factors. Values of 
shear moduli from the 0° and 90° specimens will, otherwise, be 10% too high and 19% too 
low, respectively, for graphite-epoxy. If such values are used In laminate design a senous 
over-predIction of propertIes will occur. 
The variation in the measured shear modulus for the 0° specimens is attributed to the 
sensitivity of the shear strain distribution to the local loading details. The 0° specimen 
configuration will suffer an intrinsic specimen-to-specimen variability. The 90° specimen 
does not suffer from the same problems as the 0° specimen. The 90° specimen conforms 
to the pure shear condItion of equal and opposite strams m the ±45° gages. It does not 
show significant sensitivity to the load model used to calculate the correction factor. 
However, the 90° speCImen is prone to tWISt. Strain gage rosettes must be applIed to the 
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front and back faces of the specimen, and the average shear strain used. This averaging 
procedure provides an essential value of shear strain for the determmatton of shear modulus 
and shear stress-strain data. It does not, however, eliminate the twisting induced shear 
which can be of the same order as that due to the applied shear force. 
In addition to the possIble torsional moment, in- and out-of -plane moments can 
occur for 90° specimens. The presence of the out-of-plane moment is detected by the 
longitudinal gage (the gage parallel to the x-axis) in the three-gage rosette. The effect of 
this moment upon the shear strain calculatton IS neglIgIble. The in-plane moment causes 
strains of opposite sign in the ±45° gages so they are not eliminated in Equatton (2.1). It IS 
suggested that strain gages with 30 MILS gage length be used. The possibihty of 
asymmetry in the stress fields for all fiber orientattons leads to the recommendation that 
stacked rosettes be used so that the calculated shear strams are relative to a single locatton. 
The sensittvity of the specimen to tWIsttng requires that back-to-back rosettes be used in all 
composite specimens. It IS further recommended that the data acqulSltion system be 
arranged to record values on both faces, and not just the average of front and back 
instrumentation, so that the degree of twisting can be determined. 
Application of the Iosipescu shear test m parametnc studies of composIte 
manufacturing process has been demonstrated to be accurate and economic. In shear 
testing of woven fabric composites, it is shown that large variation of the shear stress-stram 
data will be obtained if the tow SIze is large. The strain gages applied to the woven fabric 
composites should be larger than the tow size. Also, stacked rosettes are recommended. It 
was found that the behavior of the epoxy based aluminum particulate composite is very 
similar to the its isotropic base material- the epoxy. For both woven fabric and particulate 
composites, consistent shear modulus measurements can be obtained. 
Numerical and experimental evaluations of the U-notch specimens have shown that 
the strain distnbutions for the 2" and 3" speCImens are of no significant dIfference. It was 
found that the shear strain distribution across the notches for the 2" and 3" U-notch 0° 
specimens is more uniform than that of the V-notch 0° speCImen. The maxImum shear m 
the test section shifts toward the load points. A complex strain state was found in the 
vicinity of the notches. For 90° specimens, the shear strain distribution across the notches 
is of same pattern for both U- and V-notch specimens except that the strain concentration at 
the center of the test section is larger for the U-notch specimens. Consistent shear moduli 
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can be obtained for these three specunen geometries. Thus the V-notch design can be a 
substitute to the current V-notch design in the shear modulus measurement. 
Strength measurements for the losipescu specimens could be a problem for both V-
and V-notch desIgns. Because of the notch design, tensile normal straInS are present in the 
vicinity of the notches. Though the application of the notch root radius reduces the 
stress/strain concentrations near the notches for the 0° specimens, it also shifts the 
maxunum shear from the test sectIOn toward the inner load POInts and produces a complex 
stress/strain state in the VIcinity of the notches. The complex stress/strain state near the 
notches and the twisting effect are responsIble for the low shear strength obtained from the 
90° specimens. After takIng into account the degree of tWIsting and applying the necessary 
corrections, the apparent strength for the 90° specimen is still an underestimate due to its 
mixed-mode frulure. The apparent strength obtruned from the 0° specImens is also 
questionable. Because failure never Initiates from the minimum cross section, the 0° 
specimens may failed in shear, tenSIle or combined modes. 
9.2 Future work 
Investigation of the failure strength of the losipescu composite specimens will 
continue. The 3" and 2" V-notch specimens have proved to be a valid deSIgn for shear 
modulus measurement. It is hence suggested the notch geometry can be further altered and 
the specimen length and thickness could be reduced. Applicanon of the losipescu shear test 
to the shear modulus measurement of SMC composite materials will be evaluated. POSSIble 
modification of the Wyoming fixture to elIminate specimen twisnng will be studIed. 
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TABLE AND FIGURE CAPTIONS 
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Table 4 1 Mechanical property for numerical analysis. 
Table 7.1 Fabric architechture. 
Table 7.2 Averaged in-plane shear moduli and shear strengths for woven fabnc composite 
materials. 
Table 8.1 Measured in-plane shear moduli from AS4-3501-6 notched specimens. 
Table 82 Averaged in-plane shear strengths from AS4-3501-6 notched specimens. 
Table 8.3 Measured in-plane shear moduli from AS4/APC-2 notched specimens. 
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FIg 1.1 (a) Wyommg fixture (WI) and (b) ongmal Ioslpescu specImen. 
FIg.1.2 (a) Modlfied Wyommg fixture (W2) and (b) modIfied Ioslpescu specImen. 
Fig.1.3 Normalized values of m-plane shear moduli obtamed from Iosipescu shear test on 
AS4/3501-6. Values are normalized with respect to G*12 =5.12 GPa, the 
average obtained from ±45° tensIon and 10° off-axis tests [14]. The ranges 
shown ill the figure are moduli of repeatability [13] or denote one standard 
devIation. 
Fig.2.1a Strain vs. stress for typical 0° graphite-epoxy specimen. Gages are aligned at 
±45° and 0° drrections. 
Fig.2.1b Stram vs. stress for typical 90° graphite-epoxy specimen. Gages are aligned at 
±45° and 0° drrecnons. 
Fig.2 1c Stram vs. stress for typical 0°/90° graphite-epoxy speCImen. Gages are alIgned at 
±45° and 0° direcnons. 
Fig.2.2 Schematic dlagram of pure shear (a) in x-y coordmate, (b) m pnncipal dIrection 
and (c) Mohr's CIrcle representation. 
FIg.2.3 Shear stress-stram data and failure modes for typIcal 0°,90° and 0°/90° graphIte-
epoxy specimens. 
FIg.3.1 (a) optical set-up of moire interferometry, (b) Two-beam mterferometry. 
Fig.3.2 (a) u-field, (b) v-field mOIre fnnge patterns for the 0° graphite-epoxy Iosipescu 
specimen at an applied load of 667 N. 
FIg.3.3 (a) u-field, (b) v-field moire fringe patterns for the 90° graphite-epoxy Iosipescu 
specimen at an applied load of 1112 N. 
FIg.3.4 (a) u-field, (b) v-field mOIre frmge patterns for the 0°/90° graphite-epoxy Iosipescu 
specimen at an applied load of 1334 N. 
FIg.3.5 NormalIzed shear strain distnbutions across the notches obtamed from manual 
data reduction of mOIre frmge patterns for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/900 graphIte-
epoxy Iosipescu speCImens. 
Fig.3.6 Shear stress-stram data obtamed from moire (front face) and gages (back face) for 
(a) 00 , (b) 900 , (c) 0°/90° graphite-epoxy Iosipescu specImens. 
Fig.3.7 MOIre frmge patterns for (a) u-displacement field, (b) v-displacement 
field. Reproduced frmge patterns for (c) u-displacement field, (d) v-
displacement field (showmg every 5th fringe) from the localized hybnd 
analYSIS. The data correspond to the 0° specImen at an applied load of 
1334N. 
FIg.3.8 MOIre fringe patterns for (a) u-displacement field, (b) v-displacement 
field. Reproduced frmge patterns for (c) u-displacement field, (d) v-
dIsplacement field (showmg every 5th frmge) from the localIzed hybnd 
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analYSIS The data correspond to the 0°/90° speCImen at an applIed load of 
1334N. 
Fig.3.9 Moire fnnge patterns for (a) u-displacement field, (b) v-displacement 
field. Reproduced fnnge patterns for (c) u-displacement field, (d) v-
dlsplacement field (showing every 3rd fnnge) from the localIzed hybrid 
analysis. The data correspond to the 90° speCImen at an applied load of 
1112N. 
FIg.3.1O (a) Deformed shape, contours of (b) Ex, (c) Ey, (d) Yxy obtained from a localIzed 
hybnd analysis of a 0° specImen at an applIed load of 1334N 
Fig.3.11 (a) Deformed shape, contours of (b) Ex, (c) Ey, (d) Yxy obtained from a localized 
hybnd analysis of a 90° specimen at an applied load of 1112N 
Fig.3.12 (a) Deformed shape, contours of (b) Ex, (c) Ey, (d) Yxy obtained from a localIzed 
hybnd analysIS of a 0°/90° specimen at an applied load of 1334N 
Fig 3.13 Compansons of shear strain data across the notches obtained from manual data 
reductIOn of mOIre fnnge patterns and the lOCalIZed hybnd analysIs for (a) 0° (at 
an applIed load of 1334N), (b) 90° ( at an applied load of 1112N), (c) 0°/90° ( at 
an applied load of 1334N) graphite-epoxy Iosipescu specImens. 
FIg.3.14 Compansons of shear stram data along the longItudinal axiS obtained from 
manual data reductIon of mOIre fnnge patterns and the lOCalIZed hybrid analYSIS 
for (a) 0° (at an applied load of 1334N), (b) 90° ( at an applied load of 1112N), 
(c) 0°/90° (at an applIed load of 1334N) graphite-epoxy Iosipescu specimens. 
FigA.1 Deformation characteriStIcs of Iosipescu shear speCImen. 
FigA.2 Finite element model of Iosipescu specimen. 
FIgA.3 InitIal displacement (applied and constrained) dlstnbution on Iosipescu speCImen. 
FigAA Finite element models for Iosipescu specimen tested in modlfied WyomIng fixture, 
(a) 0° specimen, (b) 90° specImen, (c) 0°/90° specimen. 
FIg.4.5 DIstnbuted loads on the specimen sides due to imposItion of umform dlsplacement 
for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° specimens. 
FIgA.6 Normal and shear strains along the notch axis, normalized with respect to average 
shear strain, for (a) graphIte-epoxy, (b) Kevlar-epoxy, (c)glass-epoxy 0° 
specimen. 
FIgA.7 Normal and shear strains along the notch axis, normalized WIth respect to average 
shear stram, for (a) graphIte-epoxy, (b) Kevlar-epoxy, (c) glass-epoxy 90° 
speCImen. 
FigA.8 Normal and shear strains along the notch axis, normalized with respect to average 
she~ stram, for (a) graphIte-epoxy, (b) Kevlar-epoxy, (c)glass-epoxy 0°/90° 
speCImen. 
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Flg.4.9 Typical shear strain contours for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° graphite-epoxy 
Iosipescu specImens. 
FIg.4.lO TypIcal transverse normal strain contours for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° graphite-
epoxy Iosipescu specimens. 
Fig.4.11 TypicallongItudmal normal stram contours for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° graphlte-
epoxy Iosipescu specImens. 
FIg.4.12 Shear stram distnbution along the notch axIS for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° 
graphIte-epoxy, Kevlar-epoxy and glass-epoxy specImens. 
Fig.4.13 CorrectIOn factor vs. material orthotropic ratio. 
Fig.4.14 Normalized strams of±45° gages from fmite element analysIs for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, 
(c) 0°/90° graphite-epoxy Iosipescu specimen. 
Fig.4.15 Normalized strams of±45° gages from fmIte element analYSIS for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, 
(c) 0°/90° Kevlar-epoxy Iosipescu specImen. 
Flg.4.16 NormalIzed strams of±45° gages from fmite element analysIs for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, 
(c) 0°/90° glass-epoxy Iosipescu specImen. 
Fig.4.17 Models for load-pomt effect analysis. 
FIg.4.18 Load pomt effect on the shear strain distnbution along the notch axIS for 0° 
graphite-epoxy specimen. Load cases are shown m FIg.4.17. 
Fig.4.19 Load point effect on the shear strain distribution along the notch axis for 90° 
graphite-epoxy speCImen. Load cases are shown in Fig 4.17. 
Flg.5.1 One dimensional mechanics of the Iosipescu shear specimen --force and moment 
eqUlhbnum models. 
Fig.5.2 Free body diagram and Mohr's circle representation of stram state of an element 
m the gage section of (a) 90° speCImen, (b) 0° specImen. 
Fig.5.3 Schematlc diagram of complementary shear: (a) 0° speCImen, (b) 90° speCImen, 
(c) 0°/90° specimen. 
Fig.5.4 Three dimensIOnal representation of the free body dIagram of the Iosipescu 
specimen. 
Fig.5.5 Effect of load eccentncIty upon the shear stresses. 
Flg.5.6a Shear stress-stram data for 90° graphite-epoxy specimen loaded m different 
onentations which were obtained by rotatmg the speCimen about the x,y and z 
axIS. 
Fig.5.6b Average of front and back surface shear strams as a function of shear stress for 
90° graphite-epoxy specimen. 
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FIg.5.7a Shear stress-stram data for 0° graphite-epoxy specimen loaded m dIfferent 
onentatlOns whIch were obtained by rotating the specimen about the x,y and z 
axIS. 
FIg.5. 7b Average of front and back surface shear strains as a funcnon of shear stress for 
0° graphite-epoxy specimen. 
Fig.5.8a Shear stress-stram data for 0°/90° graphite-epoxy specimen loaded m dlfferent 
orientations which were obtained by rotating the specimen about the x,y and z 
axIS. 
FIg.5.8b Average of front and back surface shear strains as a function of shear stress for 
0°/90° graphite-epoxy specimen. 
Fig.5.8c Shear stress-strain data for 0°/90° graphite-epoxy specimen with soft shIm, when 
loaded in different orientanons which were obtained by rotating the specimen 
about the x,y and z axis. 
Fig.5.9a Shear stress-strain data for aluminum speCImen loaded m dIfferent onentanons 
which were obtained by rotanng the specimen about the x,y and z axiS. 
Fig.5.9b Average of front and back surface shear strams as a function of shear stress for 
an alUmInum speCImen. 
Fig 5.10 Calculated G12 for three graphite-epoxy 0° and 90° specimens, before and after 
applIcation of correction factors. The areas shown shaded represent the ranges 
of values due to the uncertamty in the timte element calculated correction factors. 
FIg.6.1 Panel size and specimen positions for AU4/BMIPES and AS4/BMIPES composite 
materials. 
Fig.6.2 Shear stress-strain data from front and back faces of SIX AU4/BMIPES speCImens 
Fig.6.3 Average of front and back shear stress-strain data of SIX AU4/BMIPES specimens. 
Flg.6.4 (a) G12, (b) S12 of SIX AU4/BMIPES speCImens. 
FIg.6.5 Shear stress-stram data from front and back faces of six AS4/BMIPES speCImens. 
Fig.6.6 Average of front and back shear stress-strain data of SIX AS4/BMIPES specImens 
FIg.6.7 (a) G12, (b) S12 of SIX AS4/BMIPES speCImens. 
Fig.6.S Strain vs. stress for typical 0° graphite-PES specimen cured at (a) 3.45MPa (500 
pSI), (b) 2.07MPa (300psi), (c) 1.03r..1Pa (150psi). Gages are aligned at ±45° and 
0° directions. 
FIg.6.9 Shear stress-strain data for 0° graphIte-PES speCImens cured at (a) 3.45MPa (500 
pSI), (b) 2.07MPa (300pSI), (c) 1.03MPa (150pSI). 
Fig.6.10 Shear moduli for 0° graphite-PES specimens cured at (a) 3.45MPa (500pSI), (b) 
2.07MPa (300psi), (c) 1.03MPa (150psi). 
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FIg.6.11 Shear strength for 0° graphite-PES specunens cured at (a) 3.45MPa (50Opsi), (b) 
2.07MPa (300pSI), (c) 1.03MPa (150pSI). 
Fig.7.1 (a) Shear stress-strain data from front and back faces, (b) average of front and back 
shear stress-stram data of the uniweave [0/90hs specImens. 
Fig.7.2 (a) Shear stress-strain data from front and back faces, (b) average of front and back 
shear stress-stram data of the plain weave [0/90]6s specImens. 
Fig.7.3 (a) Shear stress-stram data from front and back faces, (b) average of front and back 
shear stress-stram data of the plam weave [0/90hs specimens. 
Fig.7.4 (a) Shear stress-strain data from front and back faces, (b) average of front and back 
shear stress-strain data of the 5HS [0/90]4s specImens. 
Fig.7.5 (a) Shear stress-strain data from front and back faces, (b) average of front and back 
shear stress-strain data of the 8HS [0/90bs specimens. 
FIg.7.6a&b Typical moire frmge patterns of the uruweave [0/90]7s specImen at an applIed 
load of 1312N. (a) u-field, (b) v-field. (c) u-field (half density). 
Fig.7.6c&d TYPICal mOIre frInge patterns of the uruweave [0/90]7s speCImen at an applIed 
load of 1770N. (c) u-field (half denSIty), (d) v-field (half density). 
FIg.7.7a&b Typical mOIre fringe patterns of the plam weave [O/90]6s speCImen at an 
applied load of 854N. (a) u-field, (b) v-field. 
FIg.7.7c&d TYPICal moire fringe patterns of the plam weave [0/90]6s specimen at an 
applied load of 796N. (c) u-field (half denSIty), (d) v-field (half densIty). 
Fig.7.8a&b TypICal mOIre frInge patterns of the plain weave [0/90hs speCImen at an 
applied load of 961N. (a) u-field, (b)v-field, (c) u-field (half denSIty). 
FIg.7.8c&d Typical moire fringe patterns of the plain weave [0/90bs speCImen at an 
applIed load of 961N. (c) u-field (half density), (d) v-field (half density). 
Fig.7.9a&b Typical moire fringe patterns of the 5HS [0/90]4s specimen at an appbed load 
of 1316N. (a) u-field, (b)v-field, (c) u-field (half density). 
Fig.7.9c&d Typical moire fringe patterns of the 5HS [O/90]4s specimen at an applied load 
of 1463N. (c) u-field (half density), (d) v-field (half density). 
Fig.7 .1Oa&b TYPICal moire frmge patterns of the 8HS [0/90bs specimen at an applied load 
of 1170N. (a) u-field, (b)v-field, (c) u-field (half denSIty). 
Fig. 7.1 Oc&d TypIcal moire frInge patterns of the 8HS [O/90bs specimen at an applied load 
of 1601N. (c) u-field (half denSIty), (d) v-field (half denSIty). 
Fig.7.11 Supplement moire frInge patterns of the plam weave [0/90hs speCImen at an 
applied load of 1059N. (a) u-field (half density), (b) v-field (half denSIty). 
FIg.7.12 Shear strams across the notches, normalized WIth respect to the average shear 
stram, for uniweave [0/90hs specimens. 
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Fig 7.13 Shear strains across the notches, normalIzed With respect to the average shear 
stram, for plain weave [0/90]6s specImens. 
FIg.7.14 Shear strams across the notches, normalized with respect to the average shear 
stram, for plam weave [0/90hs specimens. 
Fig.7.15 Shear strams across the notches, normalized wIth respect to the average shear 
stram, for 5HS [0/90]4s specimens. 
Fig.7.16 Shear straIns across the notches, normalized with respect to the average shear 
strain, for 8HS [0/90bs specimens. 
Fig.7.17 Strain vs. stress for typical epoxy based aluminum particulate composite 
specimen. Gages are aligned at ±45° and 0° directions. 
Fig.7 .18 Average of front and back shear stress-strain data of epoxy based aluminum 
partIculate composite specimens. 
FIg. 7 .19 Moire fnnge patterns of the epoxy based aluminum particulate composite 
speclll1en at an applIed load of 476N. (a) u-field, (b) v-field. 
Fig.7.20 Shear strams across the notches, normalized wIth respect to the average shear 
straIn, for epoxy-based aluminum partIculate composite. 
Fig.7.21 FaIled speclll1en configuratIon for epoxy based aluminum partIculate composite 
specimen. 
Fig.8.1 DimenSIOns of 3" V-notch Iosipescu specimen. 
Fig.8.2 FmIte element mesh for 3" V-notch specimen. 
FIg.8.3 Fmite element models for 3" V-notch IosIpescu specimen tested in modIfied 
Wyommg fixture, (a) 0° specimen, (b) 90° specimen, (c) 0°/90° speClll1en. 
FIg.8A DIstnbuted loads on the speCImen sides due to impositIon of umform displacement 
for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 00 /900 3" V-notch speclll1ens. 
Fig.8.5 Shear strams, normalIzed with respect to average Yxy, along the notch axis for (a) 
00 , (b) 900 , (c) 00 /900 graphIte-epoxy 3" V-notch speclll1ens. 
FIg.8.6 (a) Ex, (b) Ey, (c) Yxy strain contours, obtained from finite element analysis, for 3" 
V-notch 00 graphite-epoxy IosIpescu specimens. 
Fig.8.7 (a) Ex, (b) Ey, (c) Yxy strain contours, obtamed from finIte element analYSIS, for 3" 
V-notch 900 graphite-epoxy IosIpescu speCImens 
FIg.8.8 (a) Ex, (b) Ey, (c) Yxy straIn contours, obtained from fimte element analysIs, for 3" 
V-notch 00 /900 graphite-epoxy Iosipescu speclll1ens. 
FIg.8.9 Shear stress-stram data and faIlure modes for typICal 3" V-notch 00 , 900 and 00 /900 
graphIte-epoxy speCImens. 
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FIg.S.lO Stram vs. stress for typICal 3" U-notch (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° graphite-epoxy 
specimen. Gages are alIgned at ±45° and 0° drrections. 
Fig 8.lla&b Typical mOIre fnnge patterns of the 3" 0° U-notch specImen at an applied load 
of 214N. (a) u-field, (b)v-field. 
FIg.8.11c&d TypIcal moire fnnge patterns of the 3" 0° U-notch specimen at an applIed load 
of 1094N. (c) u-field (half density), (d) v-field (half denSIty). 
FIg.8.12a&b TypIcal moire fnnge patterns of the 3" 90° U-notch speCImen at an applied 
load of 640N. (a) u-field, (b)v-field. 
Fig.8.13a&b TypICal mOIre fringe patterns of the 3" 0°/90° U-notch specImen at an applied 
load of 382N. (a) u-field, (b)v-field. 
Fig.8.l3c&d Typical moire fringe patterns of the 3" 0°/90° U-notch specImen at an applIed 
load of 1748N. (c) u-field (half denSIty), (d) v-field (half density). 
Fig.8.14 Shear stram distnbution, normalIzed with respect to the average shear strain, 
across the notches for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° 3" U-notch IosIpescu specImens. 
FIg.8.15 Fmite element mesh for 2" U-notch specimen. 
Fig.8.l6 Finite element models for 2" U-notch Iosipescu speCImen tested m modIfied 
Wyommg fixture, (a) 0° speCImen, (b) 90° specimen, (c) 0°/90° speCImen. 
FIg 8.17 Distributed loads on the speCImen sides due to ImpOSItIOn of umform 
dIsplacement for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° 2" U-notch speCImens. 
Fig.8.18 Shear strains, normalized with respect to average Yxy, along the notch axIS for (a) 
0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° graphite-epoxy 2" U-notch speCImens. 
Fig.8.19 (a) Ex, (b) Ey, (c) Yxy stram contours, obtained from fimte element analysis, for 
2" U-notch 0° graphIte-epoxy IosIpescu speCImens. 
Fig.8.20 (a) Ex, (b) Ey, (c) Yxy strain contours, obtained from finite element analysis, for 
2" U-notch 90° graphite-epoxy IosIpescu specImens. 
FIg. 8.2 I (a) Ex, (b) Ey, (c) Yxy strain contours, obtained from finite element analysis, for 
2" U-notch 0°/90° graphite-epoxy Iosipescu specimens. 
Fig.8.22 Shear stress-stram data and failure modes for typical 2" U-notch 0°, 90° and 
0°/90° graphite-epoxy specimens. 
FIg 8.23 Stram vs. stress for tYPICal 2" U-notch (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° graphite-epoxy 
speCImen. Gages are aligned at ±45° and 0° dIrections. 
Fig.8.24 TypIcal moire fnnge patterns of the 2" 0° U-notch speCImen at an applied load of 
1099N. (a) u-field (half density), (b) v-field (half densIty). 
Fig.8.25 TypICal moire fnnge patterns of the 2" 90° U-notch speCImen at an applied load 
of 1050N. (a) u-field (half denSIty), (b) v-field (half density). 
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Fig.826 Typical mOIre fringe patterns of the 2" 0°/90° U-notch specImen at an apphed load 
of 1005N. (a) u-field (half density), (b) v-field (half denSIty). 
Fig.8.27 Shear stram distrIbution, nonnalized with respect to the average shear stram, 
across the notches for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° 2" V-notch Iosipescu speCImens. 
Fig.8.28 Typical moire fringe patterns of the 3" 0°/90° V-notch AS4/APC-2 specimen at an 
applied load of l41ON. (a) u-field (half denSIty), (b) v-field (half denSIty). 
Fig.8.29 Typical mOIre fnnge patterns of the 3" 0°/90° V-notch AS4/APC-2 specimen at an 
applied load of 2535N. (a) u-field (half densIty), (b) v-field (half denSIty). 
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Table 4.1 Mechanical property for numerical analysis. 
Material* EIIiE22 GI2 (GPa) vI2 
epoxy 1.00 1.11** 0.35 
steel 1.00 116.28** 0.29 
glass-epoxy 4.67 4.14 0.26 
Kevlar-epoxy 13.6 2.30 0.34 
graphite-epoxy 15.4 7.10 0.30 
* - Data were obtained from Tsai[28]. 
** - Calculated using G = E/2(1 + v) 
Table 7.1 Fabric architechture. 
Weave FIber 
Panel Layup Weave Archllecture Yarn Volume 
Number DesIgnation Warp yarnsl1n I Descriptio Fraction 
FIll yarns/ta 
n (%) 
110190 {0/90bs Unaweave* I 8 3k AS4 55 4 
101890 {0/90165 Plain Weave 125 x 125 3k Cehon 55 5 
092790 (0/90I2s Plain Weave 75 x 75 12k AS4 52 2 
112590 (0/90]45 5 Harness 180 x 180 3k Cehon 59 6 
Salin 
100290 (0/9013s 8 Harness 240 x 240 3k Cehon 51.0 
Satin 
• Umweave - Approximately 97 % of the yams are orienled in warp direction. 
A fine denter glass yarn IS used In fill dnecuon. 8 yarns/an. 
Table 7.2 Averaged in-plane shear moduli and shear strengths for woven fabric composite 
materials. 
Panel Number Avg GI2 G 12 Standard Avg SI2 S 12 Standard Normalized G 12 
(GPa) Devlatlon(GPa) (MPa) DeVI3110n(MPll) (GPa) (vf=51%) 
110190 . 5 33 o 174 ))6 20 9 99 4 91 
101890 4 96 0251 140 64 4 " 4 56 091790 4 05 0.343 10004 2 60 3.96 
112590 4 69 o 181 141 59 2 71 4 01 
100290 4 23 o 058 125 65 3 74 4.23 
82 
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Table 8.1 Measured m-plane shear moduli from AS4/350 1-6 notched roslpescu specImen. 
Average GI2 .. Standard devlJlIon Correcuon lactor Correcuon lactor GI2 .. x C F 
(GP:l/MSI) (GPa/Msl) (from FEA) (from one mOire (from FEA) 
e:q)C!nment) 
3" V -notch specImen 
U' 5016/0727 0241/0035 087 091 4364 
'iV" 4 068 I 0 :>90 0069/0001 1.19 1.19 4 ~41 
Cff)fY 4254 I 0617 0143/0021 1.03 1.13 4382 
3" U-notch ~clmen 
0' 4..:>68/0662 0142/0021 092 092 42UJ 
9fY 3620/0525 0077 /0013 1.25 1.25 4525 
Cff)fY 4 158 /0603 0032/0006 1.08 III 4491 \ 
2 U-notch specImen 
U' 5316,0771 0198/0029 087 092 4625 
'iV" 4 043/0586 0126/0018 1.25 1.18 5054 
(f'f)fJ' 46)4,067) 0146/0021 1 07 1 03 4980 
Table 8.2 Measured m-plane shear strengths from 
AS4/350 1-6 notched Ioslpescu specImens. 
Average S12 Standard devLauon 
(MPaJksl) (MP3/kst) 
3 V -notch specunen 
(J' 7122/ 10 33 421/061 
~ 3654/530 7 63 / 1 11 
(J'MJ' 7895/ 11 45 4 a3 /070 
3 . V-notch specunen 
(J' 8636/ 1252 a 02/ 1 16 
~ 4367/633 397/0.5a 
ff'W 13491/19.57 489/071 
2" V-notch specunen 
Y' 6(4) 18rr 725/ l.05 
~ 3770/547 8.88/ 129 
ff'fH 8739/ 1268 1.32/0.19 
Table 8.3 Averaged m-plane shear modulI from AS4/APC-2 
notched IOSlpeSCU speclJ1len. 
AS4/APC-2 Average G12· Standard devLauon s .. 
f1'f.1J' (GPalMSI) (GPa/MSI) 
specunen 
3' V-notch 4995/0.724 0.249/0036 
3" V-notch 5019/0.728 0.189/0027 
2" V-notch 5075/0736 0.138/0020 
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Flg.2.2 Schematic diagram of pure shear (a) in x-y coordmate, (b) in pnnclpal directIon 
and (c) Mohr's CIrcle representauon. 
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Fig.3.1 (a) optical set-up of moire interferometry, (b) Two-beam interferometry. 
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Flg.3.3 (a) u-field, (b) v-field mOlre fnnge patterns for the 90° graphite-epoxy Ioslpescu 
specImen at an applied load of 1112 N. 
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Fig.3.4 (a) u-field, (b) v-field moire fnnge patterns for the 0°/90° graphIte-epoxy Iosipescu 
speCImen at an applied load of 1334 N. 
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Fig.3.6 Shear stress-strain data obtained from moire (front face) and gages (back face) for 
(a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° graphite-epoxy Iosipescu specimens. 
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Fig 3.7 MOire fnnge patterns for (a) u-dlsplacement field, (b) v-displacement 
field. Reproduced fnnge pattern<; for (c) u-dlsplacement field, (d) v-
displacement field (showing every 5th fnnge) from the locahzed hybnd 
analYSIS. The data correspond to the 0° specimen at an apphed load of 1334N. 
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Fig 3 8 MOIre fnnge patterns for (a) u-dlsplacement field, (b) v-displacement 
field Reprodut.ed fnnge patterns for (c) u-dl~placemenl field, (d) v-
displacement field (showing every 5th fnnge) from the locahzed hybnd 
andlysls The ddtd correspond to the 0°/90° specimen at an apphed load of 
1334N 
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Fig 3.9 MOire fnnge patterns for (a) u-dlsplacement field. (b) v-displacement 
field Reproduced fnnge patterns for (c) u-dlsplacement field. (d) v-
displacement field (showmg every 3rd fnnge) from the localtzed hybnd 
analysIs The data correspond to the 90° specimen at an applied load of 
1112N 
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Fig.3.10 (a) Defonned shape, contours of (b) Ex, (c) Ey, (d) 'Yxy obtaIned from a locahzed 
hybnd analYSIS of a 0° specimen at an apphed load of 1334N 
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Fig.3.11 (a) Deformed shape, contours of (b) ex, (c) Ey, (d) "(1.) obtaIned from a localized 
hybrid analysIs of a 90° speCImen at an apphed load of 1112N 
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Fig.3.12 (a) Deformed shape. contours of (b) Ex. (c) Ey. (d) 'Yxy obtained from a localized 
hybnd analysIs of a 0°/90° specimen at an applIed load of 1334N 
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Fig.3.13 Compansons of shear strain data across the notches obtained from manual data 
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an applied load of 1334N), (b) 90° (at an applied load of 1112N), (c) 0°/90° ( at 
an applied load of 1334N) graphite-epoxy Ioslpescu specimens. 
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Flg.3.14 Compansons of shear stram data along the longitudinal aXIs obtamed from 
manual data reducllon of mOIre frmge patterns and the localized hybrid analysl~ 
for (a) 0° (at an apphed load of 1334N), (b) 90° (at an applIed load of 1112N), 
(c) 0°/90° (at an applied load of 1334N) graphite-epoxy Ioslpescu specimen!>. 
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Fig.4.1 Defonnauon characteristics of Iosipescu shear specimen. 
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FigAA Finite element models for Iosipescu specImen tested 10 modIfied Wyonung flxture, 
(a) 0° specImen, (b) 90° specImen, (c) 0°/90° specImen. 
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FigA.5 Distributed loads on the specimen sides due to Imposltlon of umfonn displacement 
for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° specimens. 
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FlgA.6 Normal and shear stram" along the notch aXIS, normalized wtth respect to average 
shear stram, for (a) graphIte-epoxy, (b) Kevlar-epoxy, (c)glass-epoxy 0° 
specImen. 
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FIg.4.7 Nonnal and shear strains along the notch axis, nonnalized with respect to average 
shear stram, for (a) graphite-epoxy, (b) Kevlar-epoxy, (c) glass-epoxy 900 
speCImen. 
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Fig.4.12 Shear strain distribution along the notch axis for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) O°f)Oo 
graphite-epoxy, Kevlar-epoxy and glass-epoxy specimens. 
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Fig.7.6a&b Typical moiJe fringe patterns of the uniweave [0/90hs specimen at an applied 
load of 1312N. (a) u-field. (b)v-fleld. 
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Fig,7.6c&d Typical moire fringe patterns of the uniweave [0/90]7s specimen at an applied 
load of 1770N. (c) u-field (half density), (d) v-field (half density). 
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Fig.7.7a&b Typical moire fringe patterns of the plam weave [0/90]6s specimen at an 
applied load of 854N. (a) u-field, (b) v-field. 
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Fig.7.7c&d Typical moire fringe patterns of the plain weave [0/90]6s specimen at an 
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Fig.7.8a&b' Typical moire fringe patterns of the plain weave [0/90]2s specimen at an 
applied load of961N. (a) u-field. (b) v-field. 
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Fig.7.8c&d Typical moire fringe patterns of the plain weave [0/90]2s specimen at an 
applied load of 961N. (c) u-field (half density), (d) v-field (half density). 
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Fig.7.9a&b Typical moire fringe patterns of the 5HS [0/90]4s specimen at an applied load 
of 1316N. (a) u-field, (b)v-field. 
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Fig.7.9c&d Typical moire fringe patterns of the 5HS [0/9O]4s specimen at an applied load 
of 1463N. (c) u-field (half density), (d) v-field (half density). 
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Fig.7.lOa&b Typical moire fringe patterns of the 8HS [O/9013s specimen at an applied load 
of 1170N. (a) u-field. (b)v-fidd. 
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Fig.7.lOc&d Typical moire fringe patterns of the 8HS [O/90hs speClmen at an applied load 
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Fig.7.11 Supplement moire fringe patterns of the plain weave [0/9012s specimen at an 
applied load of 1059N. (a) u-field (half density), (b) v-field (half density). 
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Fig.7.19 Moire fringe patterns of the epoxy based alununum particulate composite 
specimen at an applied load of 476N. (a) u-field, (b) v-field. 
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Fig.7.21 Faile~ specimen configuration for epoxy based aluminum particulate composite 
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Fig.8.3 Finite element models for 3" U-notch Iosipescu specimen tested in modified 
Wyoming fixture, (a) 0° specimen, (b) 90° specimen, (c) 0°/90° specimen. 
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Fig.8.4 Distributed loads on the specimen sides due to imposition of unifonn displacement 
for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° 3" U-notch specimens. 
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Fig.8.5 Shear strains, nonnalized with respect to average 'Yxy, along the notch axis for (a) 
00 , (b) 900 , (c) 00 /900 graphite-epoxy 3" U-notch specImens. 
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Fig.8.11a&b TypIcal moire fringe patterns of the 3" 0° U-notch specimen at an applied load 
of 214N. (a) u-field, (b)v-field. 
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(c) (d) 
Fig.8.11c&d Typical moire fringe patterns of the 3" 0° U-notch specimen at an applied load 
of 1094N. (c) u-field (half density), (d) v-field (half density). 
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(a) (b). 
Fig.8.12a&b Typical moire fringe patterns of the 3" 90° U-notch specimen at an applied 
load of 640N. (a) u-field, (b)v-field. 
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Fig.8.13a&b Typical moire fringe patterns of the 3" 0°/90° U-notch specimen at an applied 
load of 382N. (a) u-field. (b)v-field. 
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(c) (d) 
Fig.8.13c&d Typical moire fringe patterns of the 3" 0°/90° V-notch specimen at an applied 
load of 1748N. (c) u-field (half density), (d) v-field (half density). 
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Fig.8.14 Shear stram distnbunon, nonnalized with respect to the average shear strain, 
across the notches for (a) 00 , (b) 900 , (c) 00 /900 3" U-notch Iosipescu specImens. 
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Fig.8.15 Finite element mesh for 2" U-notch specimen. 
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Fig.8.16 Finite element models for 2" V-notch Iosipescu specimen tested In modIfied 
Wyoming fixture, (a) 0° specimen, (b) 90° specImen, (c) 0°/90° specimen. 
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Fig.8.l7 Distributed loads on the specimen sides due to imposltlon of umform 
dIsplacement for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° 2" U-notch specimens. 
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Fig.8.l8 Shear strams, normalized WIth respect to average 'Yxy, along the notch axIS for (a) 
00 , (b) 900 , (c) 00 /900 graphite-epoxy 2" U-notch speCImens. 
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Fig.8.23 Stram vs. stress for typical 2" U-notch (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° graphite-epoxy 
specImen. Gages are aligned at ±45° and 0° directlons. 
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Fig.8.24 Typical moire fringe patterns of the 2" 0° U-notch specimen at an applied load of 
1099N. (a) u-field (half density), (b) v-field (half density). 
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(a) (b) 
Fig.8.25 Typical moire fringe patterns of the 2" 90° U-notch specimen at an applied load of 
l050N. (a) u-field (half density), (b) v-field (half density). 
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Fig.8.26 Typical moire fringe patterns of the 2" 0°/90° U-notch specimen at an applied load 
of lOO5N. (a) u-field (half density), (b) v-field (half density). 
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Fig.8.27 Shear stram distnbution, nonnahzed WIth respect to the average shear stram, 
across the notches for (a) 0°, (b) 90°, (c) 0°/90° 2" U-notch Ioslpescu specimens. 
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Fig.8.28 Typical moire fringe patterns of the 3" 0°/90° V-notch AS4/APC-2 specimen at an 
applied load of 141ON. (a) u-field (half density), (b) v-field (half density). 
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(a)' (b) 
Fig.8.29 Typical moire fringe patterns of the 3" 0°/90° U-notch AS4/APC-2 specimen at an 
applied load of 2535N. (a) u-field (half density), (b) v-field (half density). 
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